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of stone, worn into the most fantastic shapes, in which tha

imagination without great exertion may trace the rude resem-

blance of birds crocodiles, &c. They sometimes form rings

six or eight inches in diameter, and three quarters of an inch

thick. Their great abundance precluded the posbibility of

their being the work of art.

With respect to the land west of Cape Chudlcigh, as it has

been but once vesited, >ve cannot expect to learn much about

it. The mountains of Torngarsuir (the e»il spirit) in lat. 60"

are described as rugged, barren and black, and containing a

huge cavern ^^hich the heathen Eskimos fable to be

the habitation of the devil. The rock^ further north are

light coloured but there appear to be no mountains of con«

liderable height on this part of the coast which is called Un>
guva. On almost every purl of it fragnienls of a red jasper

impregnated with iron, are frequent and in some places hoe*

matitet and cubical pyrites. It may be worth remark that

the tides rise here no less than from 40 to 50 feet, while thejr

leldom exceed 8 or 10 en the eastern cost. The current

•eti from west to east round Cape Chudieigh, ((kological

Tranidctions, vol. 2.)

AuT. VII.

—

Lieut, liaddeley on the gcoirnosif

of a part of Ike Saguoiuy conntri/.

HE materials for forming this gcognosticat esiay were

procuied while attached to an Exploring Parly, which lefc

Quebec in the summer of 182S, on a journey through the Sague«

nay Country, to collect information as to iti capabilities fur tct*

tlcmeiit.

Upon a perusal, it will be found to require much indulgence,

partly on account of the iucxpcricncc and limited information of

(h«
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the writer, on the subject in general, and partly owing to th«

ehort period allotted for observation. This indulgence, it is

hoped, will be readily granted by the reader, when he is in*

formed, that it has been written without assistance, and by •

person, as be will soon ascertain, totally unpractised in book-

making.

As this is considered by the writer merely as a sort of appen-

dix to the more important and comprehensive reports of EnsigQ

Nixon, 66ih Rcgt., Messrs. Bouchette, Hamel and Davis, he

has omitted as superfluous, most of the distances and courses,

&c., retaining only the latitudes of those places where he had

reason to think his observations were correctly made for deier-

mining them, and referring the reader for the relative position of

places, to the accompanying plan.

As this paper will be unaccompanied by any of the Report*

alluded to above, it becomes necessary to introduce it by a

rapid sketch of the country it treats of.

The country through which the following report professes to

be a geognostical section, is situated at a variable distance of

from 100 to 200 miles from Quebec, commencing a Httle west

of a line due north of that place, and passing through all the

points of a segment subtending an angle of about 50°, as far

eastward as the mouth of the Saguenay, which lies 65 leagues

north-east of that place. The principal topogrophical features

observed while moving nearly on this segment, are embraced

in the following description:—

Lake

* The terra geognosy and its derivatives have been used in this essa*

to imply a fcnowj/fdg-e ol'the names of the rocky constituents &c. which
form the crust of the earth, derived from consulting their mineral con-

tents, physical structure &c.

By geology &.C , is meant not only this knowledge, but the still mor«
jcieiUi^ one whicli points to the relative a»cs of these rocks, &c. and to

the probable manner in which they have been formed. The geoenist in-

forms us, for instance, that such a rock is a syenite or trap ; but it is the

geologist who explains whether it belongs to the primary or overlying clasa

&.C. &c. The former may collect facts ; but it is the latter who must rea-

son upon them—no man can hope to be the second uutil he has becoma
the first. We do not stop to inquire if this distinction be correct but tatb«r

b«^ tlixt it may be conceded to us on this occasion.
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• Lake St. John is a natural basin or reservoir, occupying the

most northerly portion of the country alluded to, into which

radiate, with generally rapid courses, several rivers. The greatest

breadth of this lake is measured nearly on a due north line from

the post of Mctabetchuan, and is equal to a little more than nine-

teen minutes of latitude*. It is of a rounded form and remark-

ably shallow. The only outlet to this lake is on the side to the cast-

ward of south ; and here it may be considered that the Sague-

nay river commences, which pursuing a direct, violent, danger-

ous, and contracted course for about twenty-five leagues, sud-

denly expands by meeting the tide, into a noble and navigable

.'iver, Eecond only in Canada to the St. Lawrence, with whose

waters it ultimately mingles its own, passing in its course to the

latter river over a farther distance of 25 leagues, and through a

tection of rocks from 200 to 1000 feet in altitude. The breadth

of this river, in the navigable portion of it, varies from half a

mile to three quarters of a league, and its depth is iu most place*

considerable.

At the upper end of these navigable waters, and where the

tide rites upward* of eighteen feet, t!ic Cliicouiimi river enters

the Saguenay on its right bank from the southward of west. It

has its source in Lake Kenwangomi, between which and its

mouth there are five or six portages ; it would otherwise be na-

vigable for battcaux. By this route in canoes Lake St. John is

reached, the more direct one by the upper waters of the Sague-

nay being impracticable. Lake Kenwangomi is about five or

six leagues long and so narrow as to resemble a wide river

rather than a iak*. Like the Saguenay its course ij generally

from the uorliuvardof WLbt. It i» beparaitd frun. ahoilicrlake

called

• It w«« mad* inurh inoro by ihc Dvpiily Sufvcynr Gcnrr«1, but m lie

po«««»«c<l ii<) olbvr iiittiuinnit fur iiihIlIIIx oliirrtalioiii tbili a IIiimhIuIiIv, we
may |H'rlid|it h.iIkmii nir<>|{.itic« |iri-iVr uiir ov. ii, wbicb win- it tfdc with nil

•trtllvnt »ctl4ii; uf vight iiicbo raduit, by UilkviHiii, and an nrilliiial horU
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called Kenwangomishish by a species of dividing ridge about half

a mile wide, which separates the waters flowing southward di-

rectly into the Saguenay, from those which, by pursuing a

northerly course, first enter Lake St. John ; a topographical

feature of rather unusual occurrence.*

We will not further anticipate what will appear in the body

of the essay, but without more preamble, will now proceed

with the description of the rocks which were met with on the

route, in the order they came under observation, trusting that

it may afford the experienced geologist the means of fixing

their geological positition,—an attempt we have seldom pre-

sumed toj make, and where made, it is with the diffidence arid

hesitation compatible with our want of experience and know-

ledge on the subject.

The rocks on the Island of Orleans, wherever we have

seen them, are composed of alternating strata of clay-slate and

grey wacke. At Patrick's Hole, which was reached about 10

A. M. of the 6th August, these rocks appear alternating with

each other, in very distinct strata, the dip of which, when not

vertical, is either to the east or west, at an angle of from 60 "

to 85 ° . Here the grey wacke predominates, and rising be-

yond theHhin strata of clay-slate, owing to the greater resist-

ance the former opposes to the action of weathering, forms on

the shore natural low stone walls, parallel to each other. It is

probable that a good building material may be procured at this

place.

As the term wacke has been applied very loosely to rocks of

very different characters, we will here describe the mineral con-

tents, Eifc. of the one to which we have applied this name :—

Its

• For further information on this interesting tract of countrj-, consult the

reports of ihe gentlemen before mentioned, but particularly those of the
House of Assembly, elicited throuph the exertions of Andrew Stuart, Ksq.,
to which indeed we arc indebted lot all that is known of the country. See
also sriicle 4 of this work.
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Its prevailing colour in the neighbourhood of Quebec, of

^which it is a characteristic rock, is greenish grey. It possesses

a mechanical and granular structure, being composed of rounded

grains of quartz, thickly distributed through a base of indurat-

ed clay ; these are sometimes large enough to render the term

pudding stone applicable to it. Small white crystals of felspar

and small angular pieces of clay-slate are occasionally seen in it.

It is almost always characterised by a great degree of soUdiiy

and infriability, and could never be mistake! for one of the latest

sandstones. The grey wacke of Cape Rouge is an excellent

building stone, and has been much employed in the tcarps of

the new fortificationi at Quebec. Although the predominating

rock, grey wacke, is comparatively rare among the debris or

shingle on the shore, owing to its power of resisting the disin-

tegrating action of the atmosphere ; while clay-slate, for a con-

trary reason, covers the shore in angular fragments.

These two rocks continue without interruption, as far to the

westward as the Telegraph, from the neighbourhood of which

Messrs. Nixon and Bowen brought specimens of the latter,

much discoloured by the red oxide of iron, and containing small

rouuded nuclei or nests of magnetic iron. These gcnilemcn

report the soil over which ihcy passed, to be sandy and much

neglected, a description that will apply to most of that we saw

on this iiland. A few yards beyond high water mark, the

rocks suddenly emerge, and form a bank about fifty feet high,

running parallel to the river. Having walked about a mile to

the eastward of Patrick's Hole, along the shore, no important

geological change was observed.

At river La i'lcur, off which adverse winds obliged us to

anchor, the same rocks were observed ; we here Icurnt, how-

ever, that limestone is found in the adjoining parishes of St.

Fiait^uis, to the eastward, and St. Laurent to the westward,

at the latter of which places lime is burnt for the supply of

the
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the isldnd. We here trade a small excursion inland, for about

two mik'S, on a N. W. course, without observing any thing

more remarkable ilian an isolated ridge of grey wacke, suddenly

cropping out and dipping to the S. E.* at an angle of from

50° to 60<*. Upon our return we took the Sun's Meridian Al-

ti'.ude, and found the latitude to be iGo 53' 40''.

Leaving river La Fkur, we came to anchor again off La

Grosse L^le, on which we passed the night. This island we

were informed belongs to the Ursulines, and is about three

quarters of a league long, by about 550 feet wide, but being

almost entirely a b?.re rock, one farm only, of about 90 acres,

is under culture upon it. Having reached this place very late

at night, and quitting it very early in the morning, our geog-'

nostical observations were necessarily very scanty. The rock

we believe is grey wacke. It is covered with a grey lichen, and

bears the appearance externally of a solidity it does not posses«,

at least in the places examined, as it readily broke under the

hammer, into tabular piece?, with oxidated surfaces. The ob-

scurity cf the weather and time at the period of observation,

tO'TCther with the absence of the specimens collected, which

were left behind, will not allow us to describe with confidence.

The outline of the island, is crnggy and irregular.

Passing to the southward of the island, in descending the St.

Lawrence, several islands, viz : Marguerite, Cochon, (S.c. &c.,

some of them mere isolated rocks, were observed on the left

hand, and which have the appearance of being also cf grey

wacke.

We lay off the mouth of the Saguenay on the morning of

the 9ih of August, at a conjectured distance of from 9 to 12

miles. The highest point of land on the western side of the

cniiance into the Saguenay at this distance, subtended an angle

of

• This is the prevailing (lip on (he northern iliorc of the St. Lawrence;
it it fri'qiioiiilv riTLTiccJ on ihc touthcrii
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of 1" 12' ii". No approximate height could be expected

from calculating with such imperfect data ; they were em-

ployed, however, and by one calculation, in which 12 miles

we'c assumed as the base, the height was found to be 919 feet ;

by another, in which the base was \0\ miles, 805 feet wore

obtained : the former agrees nearly with the result of an obser-

vation less liable to prove erroneous which was taken subse-

quently at the post of Tadousac.

Upon landing at this place (Tadousac) we proceeded imme-

diately to examine a few of the geognostical characters of the

country. The only place of residence here is erected on a bank

of sandy alluvium, elevated about 50 feet above the river, and

forming a flat terrace at the base of the mountains which sud-

denly emerge at a short distance bihiiid. The rock of which

these mountains is composed is granite, either of a red or a

grey color, depending upon that of the felspar. It contains

Tery little mica, but sufficient to make it a genuine granite, a

rock as will be Sfcn of rare occurrence among those about to

be described. It crops out in cuboidal masses, and posscbses

sometimes the probably fallacious appearance of being stratified.

At the foot of tl'.is granite, a smull stream drains a tolerably deep

lection of the before mentioned alluvium, which is crowded

with water- washed fragmcr.ts of crystalline rocks. On the

•here were seen small deposits of magnetic iron. Here bases

were measured, and the requisite ansfles taken fur determining

the height of the most elevated land on cither side the mouth

of the Saguenay, which was found to be 912 feet on the west-

ern side, and ;>S8 feet on that to the eastward. Tbcse results

are approximationi only, as liie observations from whence lliey

arc derived, were not taken with thr utmost precision.

Ixaving the haibour of Tadouiac and proceeding to the east-

ward round the clayey precipice of Poinlc-aux-Vachci, wliich

ii the moHt Bouthcrn portion of the alluvial plateau before de-

scribed,
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scribed, we reached a small bay, at the bottom of which the

Moulin a Baude rivulet enters the St. Lawrence, at the dis-

tance of about three miles from the Post. It is here that the

bed of white marble is situated, which has already excited much

attention. We visited this place late in the evening, and could

only spare ten minutes to its examination. It lays in close

contact with syenitic gneiss, a rock composed of white felspar,

grey quartz and black hornblende ; the latter of which mine-

rals it is, that by its arrangement in parallel seams and layers,

makes the term gneiss more apphcable to it than granite ; these

seams and layers indeed are sometimes so thick, and always so

continuous, as to merit the name of alternating " hornblende

schists" of Maccul!och,if an aggregate, in other places in the

neighbourhood, of so intrusive a character, and on that account

agreeing better with one of his " overlying" rocks, can be

admitted among that class. The fracture of the rock is effected

more readily in the direction of these scams than elsewhere, and

the surface thus exposed has a black pseudo metallic brilliancy,

resembhng some micaceous schists, for which at the first sight

it might be mistaken, but the easy fusibihty before the blow-

pipe, into a black shining globule, of that mineral which some-

times resembles black mica, is a sufficient distinction.

But to return to the marble : At its junction with the

gneiss, it is much entangled with it, and it is stained in many

places of a greenish color. Conformable to the accompanying

strata it dips lo the S. W. at a high angle, and crops out in

yellowish white water-washed masses on tlie shore, at the bot-

tom of a precipitous cliff, where alone we saw it. None of

the specimens examined could be considered ofexcellent quality,

as they were much stained and bastardised by M'hat was sup-

posed to be either hornblende or epidote ; besides they are of

a laminar, and not of that granular, structure which bestows on

the white Italian marbles their greatest value, by causing them

to
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to work freely in any direction. We had no leisure to ascer-

tain the quantity in which this maible occurs, but tliis defici-

ency of information is fully supplied by the following anony-

mous communication, which there is reason to think generally

correct :

—

« Tadousac, Sept. M-, I82G.

«i We walked this morning along the beach to Moulin a

Baude, about four miles below this Post, to see ihe bed of mar-

ble there. Point Rouge, forming the south-east promontory

of the harbour of Tadousac, is chiefly composed of a very hard

close-grained red granite. The granite alternates for a few paces

with, and is then followed as far as Pointc-aux-N'aches, by several

varieties of primitive rocks, principally gneiss, Cffc. until they

are there met by a bed of clay, apparently one hundred and

fifty feet thick above the level of the river, and cut down nearly

perpendicularly by the beating of the waters for a distance of

about two hundred yards, which is the whole breadth of the

bed. This clay is of the same character as that at Pointe-aux-

Boulcaux. (*) The primitive rocks of the same description which

were found laying against the clay, almost immediately succeed

it, and the ac:ion of the water discloses to the passenger that

fantastic and beautiful intermixture of layers of diiTcrent co«

lours, so common between Malbay and the Sagucnay. The

•bore is then indented, and a bed of gneiss, stretching out into

the St. Lawrence, has been cut off by the water and forms a

little island ; opposite to it is a bay, and in the dry sand thrown

»P

(•) " 'Ilie cloy m roiiKi- aux liuuleaux nnd I'ointp aiix Vn<-lio«, llic Iwo
ouliTfoott luiigiic't of llic beiiki oC tlie Sii)>iiviuiy nl il> niutitli, ocriir* iil

Irnrnrnte briio, uf whii li llial at tlie firot |iliic'i- is about lliircy or Toily (Vri in
till! k. :'<••.'> aljuvf i^fuuiJil, nnd lliutal Ihr luM (ilui-e probjlily (wo hiiinlrcU Tvm;
both lo(;rthc-r i-xu-iidliiK In uiiirlicir* H|i|iiirfiilly (rii or iwrlvc niilr«. || n
rxticini ly fine in ili (rxlurc, cuiKaliin a ^oixl dc.il oC liiiir onit >oinc lion.
It lia> tlici |irij|><-rly of rruiiibliii|{ wlu-n wiitfr ii thrown u|>oii it, an niiNlnki-d
lime dor*, uiui nii|{l.t by bring invn-ly k|>ri-nil otii und ri|ii>M>d lu ilic fHlli of
rain, aniwi-r n% an ricfllvnt maiiurv fur a iioil linviiiK on i'x<'f«i. ol ncid,
Mich a« (bat uf twa(n|n, &c." H^mtut A'cilioii, J'lj.
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up, the wild oats grow so profusely that they almost appear to

be sown by man. A larger bay a little farther on is what is

called Moulin a Baude; it is about one hundred and fifty or two

hundred yards deep ; and at its bottom is the bed of marble.

This bed is nearly vertical, rising wiihin view to the top of

the bank, which is here scantily wooded and about one hundred

and fifty feet high, ascending at an angle of about /O ° . The

direction of the bed is nearly N. (NW ?) ; the breadth along

its whole exposure varies from six to eight or nine feet, disap-

pearing under ground without diminution. In som.e parts it is

interlaced by the adjacent strata, (gneiss), but it is generally

pure and solid. A small stream falling down the bank has inter-

sected it, and disengaged a large block or two which have been

exposed to the water and frost ; they do not appear to have

been much affected by this^exposure ; indeed thej have resisted

it exceedingly well. Supplies of many thousand tons might be

obtained at a trifling expense. As a statuary marble it will

be very valuable, for it is, generally speaking, of a pure white

colour, although to the depth of a few inches from the ad-

jacent strata it is often tinged green, and in a few parts of

the mass there is a red tinge(*). This muddy bay is dry at

low water, affords a protected harbour, and admits at high

water vessels drawing six or eight feet. A vessel of the former

draught might indeed touch the bed itself with its keel. The

entrar.ce from the St. Lawrence is not difficult. It is not more

than forty-eight hours' sail from Quebec with a light fair wind.

Large sound blocks of the marble, of fifteen or twenty feet in

length by four or five feet wide, might, I think, be obtained :

these would be fine ornaments as columns, ifjc. to buildings.

As the marble does not take a fine polish, it would not be so

much

(•) Asaslaluary marble il i<! totally unfit; whiteness slancisnot sufficient;

it should also po&'^ess a pranulnr structure, 'i'boie marblci are best lorlhat

purpose which, like the Carrara marble, resemble lh« finest while mgar.
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much in request for chimney-pieces, fffc. It well deserves to

be worked. The diseovery of marble at this place is not a very

new one. Charlevoix, who anchored here in 1720, in the Cha-

meau, a French King's-ship, landed at the small stream at the

bottom of the bay, and it is probably in allusion to this very

bed, which he could not have faiUd to see, that he says, in

speaking of the place, * tout ce pays est plein de marbre.'(J)

The marble in question was long ago known to the North

West Company."

It is a curious fact, that this marble was bought for gyp-

sum ; the purchaser, as we are informed, on the most respectable

authority, ground it up for cement, and found it to answer very

well. If so, he must first have expelled its carbonic acid by

means of a powerful heat, for there is no doubt whatever of its

being a very pure carbonate of lime, and its association with

granite and gneiss places it among the primary marbles. That

gj'psum has ever been found among primary rocks, so as to

indicate its primary origin, is doubted by some geologists. It

bears a strong resemblance to alabaster, and probably on that

account was mistaken for gypsum. On the subject of this

mistake the following extract of a letter, addressed by us to

the Editor of the Quebec Mercury, is given ;

—

" Two kinds of alabaster only ar6 known,—that formed on

the floors of caverns by calcareous depositions from the roof,

called stalagmites, and some varieties of gypsum or sulphate of

lime. The former it cannot be, and one of the latter it it not

for the following reasons :—All the varieties of gypsum except

the anhydrous may be scratched by the nail, which this cannot

be. None of them cfTervccce in acid, which this not only

does but forms a clear solution in: The gypsums fall to pow-

der

(f) A ri-iriBtkilile inttame uf cxif{|{cr«tioii IT ho alluded only lolh» bed in

qurMion ; but it It |iitil<»t)li- timl, lii-ceivotl by Itio wliltrned wirficei of !-
rooM all ilic rockn In llili (iIum, be miMook iliai fur luatblit wlilcb w«a only

llM rock It irai uatxiattd witb. M
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der with heat—the mineral in question burns to lime. It is

therefore a carbonate and not a sulphate of lime.

The translucency of this marble is remarkable, which joined

to it* colour (in favourable specimens a dazzling white, some-

times slightly shaded with pink) renders it, to all external ap-

pearance, well calculated for ornam(EJital purposes, particularly

for the manufacture of vases, lamps, &c.. If its abundance

will allow of its being employed as a building stone, the ease

with which itf may be worked, its solidity and whiteness,

would render it at once an economical, a durable and a hand-

some building material. Some have indulged the hope that it

might be made an article of export ; but admitting that it is

in sufiicieut abundance, which we doubt, white marbles of a

far superior character are found in many parts of Scotland, a

full account of which may be found in some papers communi-

cated by Dr. Macculloch to the Geological Society of London

,

and entered in the 2nd and 3rd Vols, of its Transactions, We
here insert an extract from one of these papers which will be

found to afford some interesting information respecting the Gre-

cian, Italian and Scottish marbles,

«• Few substances in the catalogue of those with which

economical mineralogy is concerned, have excited more interest

than statuary marble, from its rarity, its beauty and its indis-

pensable necessity in die art of sculpture. It has at different

times formed an object cf anxious research in this country

and premiums have been held ou". for it by the Society of Arts.

It has consequently been found in various parts of Scotland,

as well as in Ireland, but no native specimens have yet been

introduced into the arts. As the causes which have impeded

their introduction have hitherto been such as may be considered

adventitious being of a commercial nature, and not founded on

any experience of their physical defects, it has been hoped that

they might by perseverance ayd time be removed, and that the

•taluary marbles of this country might at tome future day super*

sede
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•ede the necessity of importing this article, iv ,i.;il not therefore

be a misplaced enquiry to examine ihe seveial properties of

tho£c marble* vhich have at different times held a place in the

estimation of artists, and to compare them with our own speci.

mens, more panicularly with that of Shy, now under review,

the most abundant and certainly the most specious of all those

which have yet been fouad in Eritnin. The enquiry is the

more necessary, as the several circuirstpnccj in which white

marbles differ, do not appear to liave been generally attended

to, and as an undue value seems in seme instances to have been

fixed on our own in popular estimation, although not in that

of sculptors themselves.

" The yaiue of this substance in those distant periods when

the arts of Greece flourished, occasioned an industrious

research after a material in wliich the sublime ideas of

its artists could be embodied. Accordingly many quarrie*

have been wrought in ancient times, of which liitlc has de-

scended to us hut the names, ai:d a fev/ of the works which

were executed from their produce. These marbles were of va-

rious qualities, and examples of them are still to be seen in

ancient btatues, although with regard to many of them a species

of evidence often hltle better than conjectural, h::8 guided

sculptors and uiinerulogiits in ihcir attempts to determine the

quarries from whence they v/ere dfrivcd. .'uauug tl)cse, the

quarries of Paros afforded a marble, (the of'.cn quoted lychnitcs

of Pliny) in which it is asserted that the celebrated Venus

wai wrought, as well ai some others to which we have not ac-

ceii. IJut there are many specimens of sculpture in the Bri-

ti»h Mutcum which teem to have been executed in this stone

or one at Icait of unalogoui character.

*• Of the nature of the Parian Marbh- we are enabled to

speak poiitiveiy, since some blucks cf it have been quarried

during the Ia«t fevr years, and arc now f) be found in the shops

of the sculptors of this city. The grain of this marble is lar^e

and
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and glietcniiig, while at the same time its texture is loose and

soft, and its colour of a yellowish and watery white. It pos-

sesses considerable translucency on the edges, a quality which,

however desirable in statuary marble when of a fine grain, from

the softness which it gives to the outline, only increases the dis-

agreeable aspect of the Parian by the angular reflections of

light which takes place on the pellucid edge and surface from

the innumerable faces of the small plates. It is certain indeed

that the Greek sculptors abandoned the marble of Paros after

the quarries of Luna and Carrara were discovered, the supe-

rior fineness and whiteness of these marbles, which at present

cause them to excel any with the places of which we are

now acquainted, rendering them also at least equal to the

best of those ancient ones of which the native places are nowr

unknown.

" Independently of the injurious effects which the large grain

of the Parian marble produces on the transparent surface ofsculp-

tured works, and the false lights which it thus introduces into

the contour, it interferes materially with the requisite correctness

of drawing in the lesser works, and is thus inapplicable to the

details of small sculptures in relief. It is, nevertheless, suscep-

tible of a good polish, a quality, however, of little value in the

eyes of the statuary, and one which in this variety only serves

to render the defects of its texture more apparent. It is also

said to have been deficient in size, since it was so intersect-

ed by fissures as to be incapable of yielding blocks of more

than five feet in length. I may add that, in the present state

of the public habits with regard to white marbles, there is

no demand for modern works executed in Parian marble. Its

celebrity is consigned to the metaphors of poets.

** The quarries of Luna produce a compact white marble,

susceptible of a high polish, and capable of being wrought

with the most minute accuracy. Hence it is preferable for

the
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the finer operations of bas relief either to the Parian, of which

the aspect interferes with the delicacy of finish and of sur-

face required in these works, or to the Pentehc, which was

•ubject to accidents from veins of mica and of serpentine ; or

to that of Carrara, in which dark veins arc of frequent occurrence.

It was accordingly preferred by the ancients, and among many

other works, the ApoUo (Belvidere) is said to have been ex-

ecuted in Luna maible. We have no other knowledge of the

marbles of Hymettus and of Arabia than their names.

" Of all the marbles employed in the works of the ancients,

and of which many specimens have descended to our days, that

of Carrara is almost the only one which is at present held in

estimation, or is now accessible to modern sculptors. This

marble is of a very fine grain and compact texture ; it is also

lusceptiblc of a high polish when required, and is consequently

applicable to every species of sculpture, except when, as is too

often the case, dark veins intrude and spoil the beauty of the

work. Notwithstanding the general apparent uniformity of its

texture, it offers different varieties of aspect. It is always of a

fine granular fracture, yet this fracture is sometimes combined

tyiih a slight tendency to the flat splintery, in which case the

•tone is harder and more translucent than when it is purely gra-

nular. When merely granular, it is sometimes dry and crumbly,

precisely as if it had been exposed to a high heat ; it then

losei much of its transparency, and is called woolly by sculptors.

Its transparency is various, and iu some cases nearly eqnal to

that of alabaster, (granular gypsum.)

" The last of the ancient marbles which I shall describe,

is that of Pcntclicus of which the quarries are probably still

to be found in the vicinity of Athens, althuugli tlicy have

sot been investigated by modern traveller!. This marble ia

of a loose texture, aud moderate sized grain, coarser than

that of Carrara but finer than that of Paros ; iu colour it is
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exceedingly imperfect, being tinged with grey, brown and

yelloTT, and tncltled willi traris^diciit parts, which give it

the appearance of having been stained with oil. But iti

mo't formidable defect is its laminated structure, and the quan-

tity of mica with which it is contaminated ; to this we are

to attribute the corrosion and almost entire ruin of so many of

the specimens, the action of the weather desolving those parts

of the stone where the mica is most abundant, and cutting deep

fissures through many parts of the work. It is peculiarly un-

fortunate, that the two most admirabk specimens which are

calculated to excite in the minds of artists a mixed feeling of

wonder and despair, the horse's h'iad, and the Theseu5,

should be those which have suffered most. Had they been

fortunately executed in the more uniform and durable stone of

Carrara, these works might still have been preserved to us in all

there original perfection of drawing and surface. Even the ham-

mer of the Turk v/ould have rebounded with little hijury from

the marbles of this texture, v.hile the micaceons stone of Pen-

telicus, sphtting in the direction of its laminae, has permitted

the complete mutilation of many valuable sculptures.

** We have no geological information with regard to the

relation of these stones. The great resemblance of the Pentelip

to that of Glen^Tilt, in aspect and composition, renders it

probable, that like this, it lies in mica slate, forming beds par-

allel to, and interslratified with, that rock : that the others have

similar relations to the primary rocks, we should have con-

cluded on general geological principles, had we not already

seen that the white marble of Sky, which has given rise to this

discussion, belongs to the secondary strata.

" We have now to examine the white marbles which have

been discovered in our own iblands, for the purpose of compar-

ing their relative pro^^erties, and the value which they are hkcly

to possess in sculpture. I am utifurtunatelv unable to give any

ag->
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account of those found in Ireland, neither having seen their pla-

ces, nor being posECSsed of any specimens.

" That which has been found at Cape Wrath, in-Scotlaud,

is of a grain much larger than even the Parian, and is conse-

quently useless for the purpose of sculpture ; and this indeed

is by much the most common character of the Scottish speci-

mens. Those of Blairgowrie, of Glenavon and of Baiahulish,

are all equally characterized by this large sparry texture, and

are all equally unfit for sculpture, however applicable to the

purposes of architecture. The marble of lona has been long

since exhausted, and consequently requires no particular no-

tice : however, valuable from the purity of its colour and

compactness of its texture, yet the uncertainty of its splintery

fracture before the chisel, (that tool without which no spirited

work was ever finished) combined with its great hardness,

would probably have rendered it useless in the arts even if it

were still to be procured.

" In a paper on Assynt, I have already described the white

marble of that district ; it is of a vety close texture, and al.

though it contains no earth but lime, is of unusual specific

gravity and harducsi. It it incapable cf being polisiied, a cir-

cumstance, it is true, of no couscquencc in Statuary, since the

poliih only give* a faUe light to the surface, and is not admit-

ted of in modern sculpture ; but it labours under the concomi-

tant disadvantage of want of transparency, producing nearly the

same dead effect and dry outline as is seen in a phis'er cast, a

fault in itself luflicient to prevent it fiom ever being adopted

at a good material in the arti : its extreme hardneis also renders

it very expensive to work.

" The marble of Sky, the more immediate object of this

ditcuiHion, it of a pure white colour, and appears sufltciently

extensive and continuous to be capable of fielding large blocks.

The purity of iti colour ii seldom contaminated, its fiucture it

gra-
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granular and splintery, and its texture fine, less fine than that

of lona, but more so than that of Assynt ; its compactness,

hardness and gravity are greater than those of the marble of

Carrara, which it in fact resembles in little else than colour.

It is apparently well fitted for all the purposes of sculpture

as it can be wrought in any direction, and has suflBcicnt

transparency, while at the same time it assumes even a better po-

lish than is required for statuary. With these good qualities,

however, is combined an uncertainty arising from its unequal

hardness. While some parts of the stone are nearly as easy to

work as that of Carrara, many other specimens turn out so hard

as to add a charge of near 50 per cent to the cost of working :

this appears to arise from the influence of the syenitic and trap

veins which traverse it, as I hare before mentioned, but which,

however, produce no change in its chemical composition, nor

any other effect than that of induration. This addition of

price to the current charge of working is sufficient in the har-

der specimens to counterbalance in a great degree the superior

cheapness of the material, and the advantages derived from low-

er freight, duty and insurance. Such are the difficulties which

oppose the introduction of the most perfect marble which has

yet been found in Britain, difficulties which, slight as they are,

ought, together with the prevalence of established habits, and

of a commercial routine, to check the extravagant hopes which

have been entertained in this country, of superseding by its

own produce, the importation of foreign statuary maible. But

it will not be rendering justice to the marble of Sky if I do not

add, that it possesses a property not found in that of Carrara

and one of considerable importance, at least in small sculptures

This is, that compactness of texture by which it resists the

bruise which so often takes place in marble, at the point where

the chisel stops, an effect known to sculptors, by the techni-

cal
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cal term stunning, and of which the result is a disagreeable

opaque while mark, generally in the very place wheie the

deepest shade is wanted."

It is hoped that ihe furegoing digr??sion will be excused, as

it affords information not generally before the public, by which

the means of estimating the white tnarblcs of Canada are rea-

dily obtained ; as well those whose localities are alieady ascer-

tained as others that will eve ntually be so. ^

The rocks on both sides of the Saguenay, as high up as La

Burle, (a mountain which stretches out into the river from the

north eastern side, in a remaikable manner) are probably gra-

nitic, and form a continuation of the same series met with in

the more immediate neighbourhood of Tadou'^ac. They have

•ometimes the appearance of being stratified and of dipping

10 the S. E. at an angle which is nearly vertical. These rocks

rise with almost perpendicular scarps to a considerable height,

and their summits are barren, and in some places totally bate,

in whicli latter case, the whitened surface of the rock, owing

to the incipient decompobilion of its felspar, reseaibles that of

some limestones ; they are often also of a stroked or blackened

appearance : nearly ajlcur J'eau, a red ferruginous band cha-

racterises these rocks ; Their outline is rounded and mamillary,

a character they lose as the river is ascended.

It was in the La Buule that we observed for the first time

thofe singular masses uf trap, f^umetimes under the form of vcini

or dykes, sometimes under the form of interfering and uncon-

formable beds or strata, but most frequently as isolated patches

both rounded and angular, the whole so deserving the attention

uf the geologist. As these trap appearances arc chaiacteiistic

of almost all the rocks we saw, it ii necessary tu describe the

mineral contents of that aggregate to which vte hav^ applied

this term, part culaily as without such a desciiption it isalmoit

unintelligible, owing to the loose and indefinite manner in

N which
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which it has been used. This term, wherever it may ap-

pear in this essay, is meant to imply any rock in which horn-

blende predominates, without any regard or reference to those

theoretical notions which it has been often used to convey. It

here more particularly means an aggregate composed of black

crystalline hornblende, small grey crystals (or rather scales

composed of an assemblage of crystals) of felspar and a little

unelastic nyca or talc : in short, a !>ubstance similar to what has

been before described as associated with the white marble at

Moulin a Baude, but essentially differing from it in the manner in

which it occurs. It much resembles also a compound that i3

found on the Montreal Mountain, to which a volcanic origin has

been ascribed. The granite with the trap here associated was

of a greyish cohr. In it we in one place observed nodules of

magnetic iron, exhibiting a very iridescent surface resembling

some ores of copper, for one of which it was at first mistaken.

This ore is very strongly magnetic, apparently as much so as

maleable iron. Contrary to the hornblendic compound in the

gneiss at Moulin a Baude, it is not easy to procure a fragment

of this trap shewing the two rocks in contact, as upon being

struck they separate immediately and it is then perceived that

the trap has externally that smooth even surface which a mould

bestows on the substance cast in it, shewing generally no ap-

pearance of entanglement or conglomeration at the places of con-

tact. On the weathered surface of the trap the felspar is of-

ten brown and prominent. This trap is often very magnetic.

The granite of La Boule, for such we call the rock though

apparently stratified, is composed of grey quartz, reddish fel-

spar and small points of brown mica. A little above the

line of junction of the liver and the rock and on its south-

eastern side, a thick dyke of trap traverses it nearly horizon-

tally and at right angles to the stratification. It appears to

nie out of the water at the western extremity of I^a Boule,

and
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and, with a slight inclination, ascends towards the eastern.

We will now describe more particularly the appearance!

of these dykei, veins, &c. : they rise at all angles through

the accompanying strata ; they are frequently parallel to each

other, and even to the planes of stratification ; they generally

either terminate suddenly in the rock at one or both extre-

mities ; in the latter case they answer the description of con-

ternporaneous veins ; these extremities are either pointed or

forked.

The accompanying diagram (plate 6, fig. 1,) will afford a

better idea of what it is intended to describe.

Isolated quarter moonshapcd pieces and patches, varying from

the size of the hand to that of the body are more common,

(plate 6, fig. 2.)

It is worthy of observaticn that the small quarter-crescent

shaped pieces occur together by twos and threes in a parallel

Older, and that the trap, of whatever shape, generally has- an-

gular corners, and terminations. Channels and hollows are

sometimes seen in the face of the rock, which are owing to

the removal of the trap formerly occupying these vacancies.

It ii not, however, merely as veins, beds, and distinct concre-

tions that this trap is observed ; it occurs, particularly in the

higher parts of the Saguenay, in mountain masses bearing little

appearance of stratification ; sometimes in masses in whfch its

stratification will scarcely admit of a doubt, and sometimes it

is rendered so evident by alternating with other stratified rocks,

that no uncertainty can exist on the subject.

The La Boule, by projecting so much into the river, occa-

sions, when the tide is falling, a strong current and counter ed-

dy. Not being able to surmount this current, the boat drop-

ped into the eddy, and running along the biuc of the mouniain

on its soutli-castcrn side, turned into a small cove, where the

height of La lioulc was found by an observation to exceed two

hundred
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hundred feet, but by iiow much could not be ascertained in con-

sequence of the contracted nature of the ground we were up-

on. The rock^ on the northeastern side of the Saguenay, in

the bay below La Boule, appeared to have a stratification di-

rected east and west, with a high dip to the north, but this ge-

ognostical feature here was, asit was found to be in many places

elsewhere, often of a doubtful character, owing to the con-

tradictory appearances which some of the supposed planes of

stratification assumed, and which to reconcile would have de-

manded more time in iheir investigation than could be afforded.

In recording I'lie stratification of those places where these con-

tradictory appearances were observed, care has been taken to

give the predominating bearing only. The evidence which

arises from consulting alternating strata is, in the Saguenay,

often inadmissible, as the trap sometimes assumes an appearance

of stratification which is probably fallacious.

While seated on an accumulation of boulders covering the

shore of this bay, rocks of a remarkable sterility were seen on

the opposite side of the river, associated with others of compa-

rative fertihty, the former possessing an appearance of strati-

fication in which the latter were deficient. The known in-

fertility and constant stratification of gneiss, renders it probable

that i; is here associated with trap, a rock generally unstratified

and of a more fertile character. A question here occurs, Is

gneiss more infertile than granite? and if so, why is it the case ?

the only difference between them being in the arrangement of

the same minerals of which they are both composed. Is it that

the foHated character of the gneiss renders that rock more easily

disintegrated and reduced to a state of sand, by which the soil

of a country where it predominates is impoverished ? The fresh

water procured in this bay was strongly impregnated by iron.

Availing ourselves of the tide to pas* La Boule, we ascended

the Saguenay. In Passepierre Bay, the rocks were observed on

the
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the norih-easiern side of the river to have a bearing north and

south, and at Baie St. Etienne a little higher up, on the south-

western side, they were seen, contrary to their general habits,

to retire from the shore and to leave a few acres of clay allu-

vium, on which wild grass is cut annually. Between Pointe St.

Eiienne and L'Ance aux Foins (another more extensive allu-

vial deposit higher up) the rocks are particularly worthy of

observation for the numerous dykes and contorted veins of trap

by which they are traversed. These rocks ate stratified, and

dip at a high angle to the south. In some places here the trap

dykes, which exactly resemble those we have described in their

mineral contents, structure, and generally intrusive or interfer-

ing character, have the appearance of alternati.ng in strata with

syenite. The opposite shore of the river offers the same ap-

pearances, but not having landed there nothing more can be said

of them.

In the precipitous cliffs on the north-eastern shore of the Sa-

guenay, in the direction of St. Marguerite's river, these dykes

are very conspicuous, and from their blackness bear some resem-

blance to upright beds of coal. It is noticed here, as it is else-

where, that where trap most abounds there is always a more

dense growtli of timber, and this character is sufficiently striking

iu many places on the shores of the river, as the syenite with

which the trap is usually associated, affords often, by its ex'

treme barrenness, a strong contrast. On one of the islands o

St. I^uis was observed a rock composed of quartz, fehjiar, and

ir.ica, a genuine jjranite in composition, but in evidently strati-

fied maties, the bearing of which was iiurib aud south, with a

high dip to the westward.

On ascending the river at Point Comfort Bay, the rocks were

of syenite, in which a little quartz was perceptible; external-

ly they had a greenish colour, owing it it believed to the pre-

tence of epidotc which very wet weather had rendered more

distinct
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distinct and lively than usual. These rocks possessed a very

distict appearance of stratification to the north and north-east,

and dipped to the east and south-east ; other contradictory

planes were however seen. Many of the rocks in this bay pos-

sess a porous exterior.

At nine o'clock of the 12th August the temperature in the

shade was found to be l\o Far. and in salt or very brackish wa-

ter 650. With the conjectured distance of five hundred and fif-

ty feet as a base, and nearly 4-5° as an elevation, a height of five

hundred and thirty feet was obtained for a mountain on the

norih-eastern shore. On the opposite or south-western side the

summit of a mountain, in a supposed base of two miles, subtend-

ed an angle with the horizon of 7" 27' 54" which gives thir-

teen hundred and sixty feet for its perpendicular height, a re-

sult as we think much too considerable, although the land ap-

pears to rise from the mouih of the Saguenay as high up as Baie

la Triniie, where it is conceived i» be highest. The precipi-

tous and indented shores of this river afford few convenient situ-

ations for measuring a base upon, in order to insure, by acalcu-

lation from true data, the accuracy of this sort of information.

Having landed a little above la Baie des Cascades, a syenite,

composed of reddish felspar and a black hornblende, was found,

cndashort distance beyond, the same rock, characterized by

those remarkable imbedded pieces of trap, occurs ; they have here

either the form of a snake or of angular fiagments of an irre-

gular figure ; contorted dykes of the same substance were also

seen. The trap in this instance contained no mica; mother

respects it was exactly similar to that before described. About

this place the river was measured by Mr. Proulx, one of the

Surveyors, and found to be about fifty chains. One of the spe-

cimens of syenite proem ed here, appeared to be principally

composed of light brownish compact felspar ; its fiacture was

flatly conchoidal in the large, but uneven and scaly in the small,

with
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with a few small glimmering points, arising from the reflection

©flight from the polished surfaces of minute crystals of com-

mou felspar ; however, upon submitting it to the blowpipe, it

was found to be infusible, but the heat it had been exposed to

disclosed its really granular structure, which induced us to sup-

pose it to be an exceedingly intimate aggregate of quartz, fel-

spar, and hornblende, the leading mineral in excess. This has

been mentioned merely to hint at the difficulty which sometimes

attends an examination into the mineral constituents of locks.

Having again put on shore in a very convenient bay, op-

posite Baie la Trinit^, syenitic rocks were met with, or mix-

tures of felspar, hornblende, and very rarely quartz ; the felspar

was white, grey, red, yellow and greenish ; the hornblende al-

ways black. These rocks, as elsewhere on the shores of the

Saguenay, were in some places much stained by iron, and Mr.

Proulx collected a specimen on the north side of the river, in la-

titude, at he ascertained by observation, ^So 24', which was

not only much discoloured, but the rock from whence it was

taken affected the needle to the amount of l^-SO^ We could

perceive magnetism very distinctly in the specimen in question,

but it is a very common character here, and was found to exist

in many of the specimens brought home, particularly in the

trap and some of the syenites abounding in hornblende, to

the presence of which mineral it could generally be traced.

The rocks had here a dip to the south at a high angle. The

fall of the tide was ascertained to be twenty-one feet.

We left the bay about eleven o'clock, p. m. to avail ourselves

of (he tide, and coasted along the north-eastern shore all night.

In the morning cf the 13th of August wc landed in a bay on

the left shore, called Ancc aux Fcmmcs, directly opposite to

Ilalla Bay. Here wc found a rock containing more quartz

than ucual. and pasting into a i>yeni(ic granite, the frlspar in

which it flcthculoured. This rock was obicrved to have the

name
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same porous exterior as before-mentioned> nor was this charac-

ter of porosity corifined to the surface, as a specitiien brought

from the place exhibits it both internally and externally in so

perfect a manner as lo afford an excellent sample of a mill*

stone ; its quantity cannot be stated, but the writer believes it

to be abundant. It should be generally known that good mill-

stones are often found among syenitic rocks.

Several rocks in front of the bottom of this bay, which by

the rising of the tide are converted into islets, were examined.

The first met with was syenitic gneiss, having a bearing neatly

north and south, and dipping to the west at a high but va-

riable angle. It sometimes loses its character of gneiss and

maintains those only of syenite ; the usual imbedded masses

of trap are present under all the appearances befoie desciibed,

and one additional : some of the snake-shaped imbedded

pieces were broken through the middle apparently, and the

fragments separated from each other, like the well-known shifts

in veins, buc no corresponding fracture in the rock was seen,

(pi. C, fig. 3,)

Almost all the rocks examined in this place were of the same

description, differing only in their dip which was sometimes re-

versed. It was here, however, that we observed for the first

time regular ahd conformable strata of the sam.e aggregate as

that found imbedded in the syenite, and to which, fiom its inter-

fering character in other places, we are unable to affix any other

narre than the general one of trap, using this term here as else-

where, without the implication of any theory to designate cer-

tain aggregates in which hornblende predominates. Water-

worn fragments of compact sihell lime-tone were here seen, the

color of which was grey and fracture flasly conchoidal and shaip-

edged.

Leaving these rocks, others to the south-eastward in the same

bay were visited ; they bore a great general resemblance lo the

iiist
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first in all their features ; the trap was, hoyvever, seen here to in-

terfere with the syenite in broad dykes, and the former was oc-

casionally traversed by veins of felspur ; these veins were obser-

Ted in some instances to form a connecting link between the

syenite above and the same rock below, so that it is not pos-

sible to say if they have been filled from above or beneath ;

(pi. 7 fig. 4,) These veins were frequently observed in

other places.

The next rock to the last-mentioned was composed of flesh-

coloured light brown quartz, and black points of mica, and in

which no imbedded trap was seen. To this, trap, apparently

stratified, succeeded, and then a syenitic rock holding imbedded

large patches of trap, (pi. 7 .'ig. 5.)

Further to the south, a specimen of trap was procured from

a wide dyke, the hornblende in which had a remarkably shining

Bemi-raetallic lustre ; it contains no mica, and is not magnetic.

Still further, an immense fragment of rock having fallen, one

of its surfaces was observed to be covered with broad larttmse

of a beautiful felspar of a very pearly lustre ; a light green mi-

neral, supposed to be the green carbonate of copper, was as-

sociated with it in small quantity. The latitude of Ance-

aux-Femmes was made 48o 22' 26."

As observations for latitude were necessary to check our

courses they were taken at noon whenever the weather would

permit; at the commencement ol the journey it was extre-

mely unfavourable.

The predominating rock between Ancc-aux-Femmcs and Cap

al'Eit, about six miles higher up the river, appears to be (fur

it wai not touched) the same trap , but syenite was also seen

as uiual with imbedded patches of the former. Having cros-

sed the Sagucuay opposite to Cap a I'Kst, we entered a small

bay to which was given the name of Bear's Cove ; here gra-

nite, gneiss and syenite were seen, but no trap. Coasting up

O the
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the river on the same side, it was seen frequently again undef

all the forms before-mentioned. Sometimes the trap, rising

ia black channeled precipices entirely bare of vegetation, exhi-

bited appearances in which a very distant resemblance to archi-

ectural regularity might be traced. Sometimes a part of the

rock having broken away from below, black escutcheon-shaped

masses were left projecting and frightfully pendant over the fra-

gile canoe paddling beneath near the base of the rock : the lat-

ter appearance, however, is more characteristic of the opposite

shore. No columnar structure was seen, but in many other

places in the Saguenay as well as here, the rocks had a tenden-

cy to break into prismatic or cuboidal fragments. We believe

the trap is in this place associated with syenitic gneiss, with

which or syenite it appears sometimes to alternate. On ascend-

ing still further, and within a few miles of Chicoutimi, a whitish

looking rock was observed, apparently in horizontal strata
; pass-

ing at some distance nothing more was ascertained respecting

it. To this succeeds an alluvial deposite of a rich marly clay,

which continues on the right bank as far as the Post. On the

left bank of the river the rocks continue without interruption,

and without any geognosiical change, as was ascertained subse-

quently.

Before we leave the Saguenay a few more observations upon

its rock formations, which were entered in our journal while

descending the river on our way home, will be here introdu-

ced, together with some additional information which Mr.

Proulx's politeness has placed at our disposal.

La Baie des Foins, situated on the left bank of the Sague-

nay, a little below the Post, is a natural meadow of several

acres extent, laying at the base of the mountains which here

retire for a short distance from the river. The soil is a clayey

alluvium, and, as the name of the place indicates, wild hay

growi uoon it which is annually cut. At Long Point, a little

below
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Velow Rocky Point, specimeng of syenite and syenilic gnei«»

were procured. Imbedded trap was again seen here.

Having encamped a little above Cap a I'Est, on the westerij

side of the river, and somewhere near our former encampment

at Bear's Cove, the rocks were again found to be syenilic, and

traversed occasionally by veins of red felspar and quartz
;

sometimes the two were intermixed. Large dykes of trap

occur here, and rounded water-worn fragments of limestone.

In a bay, distinguished by four semi-isolated mountains, three

of which are of a conical form and situated on the left shore a

few miles below Cap a I'Est, the rocks were observed to be th*

same, and the patches of trap very distinct. The surface of the

tyeniie was yellowish brown, and sliglitly porous, as if baked,

and this appearance was observed in many places, both in the

Saguenay and afterwards in the St. Lawrence. The three se-

mi-isolated mountains above-mentioned are the more remarkable,

because in general both sides of the Saguenay are characterizc4

by a continuous chain of mountains whose longitudinal outline

i« only slightly undulated, while their precipitous sides aie al-

vayj towards the river, to which the chain is usually paiallel.*

Be-

• II will not fail to be observed, tliat this sliphily undiilaled outline,
which Is characlcriMic of both sides of the Saguenay, is at vaiiance wiih the
fencr«l direction of the mountain chains in this country, and pariiiiilarly
wiih llio»e in its nrighbourhoo<l. There is great reason to believe that at
lea.t one wide valley, running nearly parallel lo the St. Lawrence, exists in
rear of M. I aul « and Malbay. On ascen.ling the S.i^'ucnay we iiaw no sec-
lion, of »Jllu.^ nor any considerable breaks in Us lofiv and precipilous banks
until Ha-Ha Bay was reached. LI|)on referring loil.e Hccompanying inai.
It win be perceived that this bay has a direction about parallel lo ihe St. Law.
r#oce; it w probably, therefore, I he outlet Oii the Saguenay lo Ihe valley
•lludcd to. 1 he general course of the mountain chains In this country ia,
•s, has been before observed, north-ea.t and »outh-we»t, that is the same
a. the valley o( the Si. Lawrence. 'Ihe valley of the Sucuenay Is from
the north of we«, a>id nearly a{ right angles to II ; It is there(..re a cros»
valley. 1 liat the rotki on either tide of ihis valley were ont e united thero
pprars lety liltlo reason to doubt, but water must have had very little lo
do wiih M-paraling them, at le«st in Ihe (irst Instance. IVoiu ihe sliuhllv
onduUied (haraclar of the sectional ouiline cf this v.illey. it «ould mchi
lo h^.c be.ii OHIO lllled by a lonlinuous ih.in which lias been severed
lotigllu.linally by somo violent calastrophr, the nature of which can only bn
lurmiKd. It IS probable, hoi»c»er, that an •arth'|uaku haselTeclcd tins du-
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Between this place and Le Petit Sagueuay, on the opposite

shore, such a geognostical uniformity prevails as to render the

collecting of specimens superfluous ; indeed the same remark is

so far applicable to the whole of the country we traversed, that

a dozen well-chosen fragments of rock, with the necessary ob

servations upon them, would convey to the geologist almost as

much information as he would acquire by going over the same

ground himself. Let it not for an instant be conceived, that

our observations are believed to be the necessary ones ; the wri-

ter knows them to be altogether insuEBcient to convey any thing

more than a very general idea of the geognosy of the country.

In a small stream, a short distance below Le Petit Saguenay,

the rocks were observed to be intersected in a remarkable man-

ner by veins of quartz and felspar, sometimes alone, at others

united together forming an aggregate. Frequently these veins

were divided exactly in the centre by a seam of trap ; they have

the sime bearing generally as the stratified rock they traverse,

namely north-east and south west, but they are often much con-

torted without losing ultimately this character. The trap is

seen alternating in thick strata also. The predominating rock

here is syenitic gneiss. A deception arises sometimes from a

source which is not suspected when attempting to distinguish,

as is generally easy, by tiie external surface of rocks, between

the trap and syenite ; the syenitic rocks have usually a whitened

exterior, but sometimes, though rarely, it is as black as that of

the trap, in which case a fragment must be detached before the

rock can be known. This sort of deception was experienced

be-

junction ; the nature of the rocks, the recorded proofs of the violence of
earihquakes on the northern shore in former times, and above all their

frequent occurrence at the present day, though no longer of an aUrming
character, are circumstances which favour this opinion. A great wave
would not have acted longitudinally but transversely, orin the direction of
least resistance. The insignificent sirenms which enter this noble river have

had little cfTect in forming it, and the operation of tides and maritime cur-

rents, though more efTcctual, can have been only partial and secondary.

I
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between this place and Le Petit Saguenay, and it should in-

timate the propriety of never naming a rock in general, until at

least its fractured surface has been seen ; decided trap was

however often met with in this interval, either in stratified mas-

ses, "or intruding among other rocks.

In passing between the St. Louis Islands and the south

shore, we were obliged to take refuge from the breakers, which

threatened to swamp our canoe, by climbing up a projecting

mass of greyish granite, on which the night was passed. The

mica of this granite was replaced as usual by hornblende, it was

therefore syenitic ; the former mineral being in all the rocks of

the Saguenay country we have seen, very rare and almost entire-

ly confined to some specimens of the trap, in which it occurs

in small quantity and minute scales, and this indeed appears to

be rather talc than mica, as it is unelastic. We only remem-

ber to have seen very distinct scales of mica twice ; in both ca-

ses they were isolated hexagonal crystals, and one of them oc-

curred in a vein of graphic granite composed of beautiful large

flesh-coloured crystals of felspar and large rounded, or rather

oval shaped, nodules of quartz, traversing the last-mentioned

rock. Our observations of the geognosy of the Saguenay ri-

Tcr terminated here.

From an inspection of Mr. Proulx's notes, and an examina-

tion of the accompanying specimens, the following additional in-
,

formation hat been obtained.

The rocki in the neighbourhood of Ha-Ha Bay arc counter-

parts of those already described in the Saguenay, and the same

were seen at Point au Fori, Cap a I'Oucst, Petite Pointc, Cap

St. Charles, L'Ance Francois and Baic St. Jean. 'J'hcy ara

rocks in which felspar and hornblende arc always present, in a

greater or less proportion, forming syenites and sycnihc traps,

according at the former or the latter mineral predominates. No
instance of the hornblende predominating was Jicn. except in

tl\Q
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the black aggregate that has been described, where it not only

predominates but in which the felspar is very subordinate. la

this aggregate the felspar is always grey and scaly, and bears a

great resemblance to quartz, for which it might easily be mis-

taken, but its fusibility before the blow pipe into a white bleb-

by glass is a sufficient distinction. As might be supposed, when

in association with syenite, the trap usually exhibits a striking

contrast as to colour, to which the weathered surface of the for-

mer rock answers as a sort of foil. No difficulty would be felt

in assigning to this rock a place among the " hornblende schists"

of MacuUoch, were it not for its unstratified appearance in some

places, and particularly for its intrusive and interfering character

in others ; the latter indeed seems to point out the " overlying

class" of the same author as its proper position. When quartz

enters, as it does rarely, among the constituents of syenite,

either syenltic granite or syenitic gneiss is produced : it is the

Jatter, when by the arrangement of its hornblende in parallel

seams, that peculiar foliated structure \yhich characterises gneiss

is the result.

Neither from Mr. Proulx's nor our own observations are we

able to state with certainty the prevailing dip of the strata on

the shores of the Sagnenay, but it lies between the east and the

west round by the south. We have before alluded to the diffi-

culty of always determining the stratification, a difficulty which

is common to many stratified rocks, but particularly to the mas»

ses under consideration which, from their felspathose structure

and association with trap dykes, often sufficiently continuous to

resemble strata, present flat even surfaces, and other superficial

and linear appearances, by which the hasty or inexperienced

examiner may be frequently deceived.

Water-worn pieces of limestone, among the earliest of the se-

condary claas, were noticed in Ha-Ha Bay, and a singular

{rough-shaped mass, composed almost entirely of a grey carbo

nals
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toate of lime, appears to have been taken from a trap rock situ-

ated in the first cove on entering the bay from the north ; the

length of the trough is about two inches and breadth three

quarters of an inch ; the sides are indurated, and of a dark brown

ferruginous colour, bearing the aspect of having been in contact

with trap. This trough is half filled with calcareous spar, the

exterior of which is covered with a smooth yellowish silky

film, as if water washed. Professor Cleaveland has the follow-

ing passage, in his second volume of his System of Mineralogy

and Geology, 2nd edit. :—" Real lava does without doubt some-

times resemble basalt, green stone and other trap rocks, but

Umay be considered as an universal fact that although calcareous

«par is often found in green stone and basalt, it is never im-

bedded in those lavas which have actually flowed on the sur-

face of the earth ."*

Several soils collected by Mr. Proulx in different parts of the

Sagucnay, principally in the neighbourhood of Ha-Ha Bay, ha-

ving been examined, were found to be as is shewn by the follow-

ing table :^

xT^ 1 u 11 -n 1 A mixture of clay sand and! Exccl-
N'>. 1. Ha-Ha liay > r / t i . J- i' 3 hme, (marly clay) J lent.

2. Ditto
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11. Place not 1 ,• f Light but to-

mentioned, j > 1 lerably good.

12. Ditto ditto, clay and sand (loam) Good.
) ditto, sand, iron, a little f ^ j-ff„.„^

1^ D tto J- . 1 i_i ^^ { Inditterent.ij. ifiuoj-
clay and vegetable matter

/^

I*. D tto ditto, clay and sand (loam) Good.

15. Ditto ditto ditto ditto.

16. Ditto ditto ditto ditto.

17. Ditto ditto ditto ditto.

The rocks at the Post of Chicoutimi, like most of those we

hare described, are syenitic ; the chapel stands upon a syenitic

granite, passing sometimes into syenitic gneiss ; this rock is tra-

versed in a remarkable manner by veins of felspar and trap.

The trap, however, is generally seen in broad bands forking

into the adjoining rock, which is either syenitic granite, or sy-

enite havincr its felspar greatly in excess. Weather acts more

teadily upon the trap than upon the granite, and in consequence

many of the veins or dykes are partially empty near the surface.

The same was observed in other places. To this cause are pro-

bably owing the numerous bays in the Saguenay, as trap rocks

were more generally found where they occur, while syenitic gra-

nite and syenitic gneiss occupy its capes and headlands.f A
few imbedded nodules of magnetic iron were observed in the

rock. Sometimes the quartz it absent when it loses the term of

granite, and maintains that alone of syenite, in which the fel-

spar is red and the hornblende greenish black. Ther^ is on

the shore below the residence at the Post a curiously contorted

vein of trap which descends the rocky bank, as represented

in plate 7, fig- 6.

Detached pieces of felspar of a very crystalline aspect and of

a dark purplish grey colour were frequently seen upon the shore

;

the

\ To this cause also may be attributed (he unusual fact, that almost the

narrowest poriiun of the Saguenay is at its entrance, where the rocks ara

more sileceoui and less amphibolic.
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Ihe face* of the laminz possessed a highly poUshed vitreous

and itriated surface. They have much resemblance to a fcl-

•par rock subsequently found to occupy a large proportion of

the shore of Lake St. John, as also to specimens of felspar

brought from the coast of Labrador, where they were observed

to be associated with columnar and amorphous basalt. One
fragment of a silecious limestone was also found. It appears

that about twenty years ago lime was made at the Post, and the

•ite of the kiln is shewn where specimens of a half-burnt lime-

•tone appeared. It is a very good compact shell limestone of

a grey colour. Some of the burnt pieces were white, had a

•plintcry fracture, and resembled chert or hornstone. If there

b« a natural deposite of limestone in the neighbourhood it could

o«ilher be heard of nor found ; that in question might have

been brought for the occasion from Malbay or St. Paul's Bay
where limestone abounds.

It has been before mentioned, that a considerable alluvial

deposite occurs here. It consists of fine marly clay, which in

wet weather is so considerably plastic and adhesive, as to be
tn»er8ed with difficulty on foot, when covered by no vegeta-

ble deposite. Its essential characters are the following : colour,

light french gray—structure, earthy compact—fracture un-

even. In water it falls to pieces rapidly and in acid it effer-

tesces slightly. The undermost beds which are not exposed
to moisture, assume the appearance of rocks stratified horizon"

t»Uy, and it is probably this formation which we observed, when
within a few miles of the Post.

Upon crossing the Saguenay, opposite the Post, syenite and
a rock composed of an intimate mixture of hornblende and fel-

spar, the former in excess, were seen ; the latter contained a itw
scales of mica and points of quartz : it was compact, magnetic,
ud more resembled bualt than any rock we had prevJouUy
•orn. Th» •y.niie was composed of fiesli coloured felspar and

P greea
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green hornblende. A few imbedded patches of trap were also

seen. From the falls of Chicoutimi, a light coloured syenite

was brought, composed of light red felspar and black shining

crystals of hornblende. Mr. Nixon returned from a stroll up

the river, on its right bank, with specimens of trap, traversed by

veins of felspar, and a gneiss, in which hornblende was more

abundant than either the quartz or the fe/spar, and to which

the term hornblendic gneiss may be affixed: an aggregate of

this description was rarely met with. The mean of two ob-

servations for latitude, gave 4 8. 24'. 9'\

leaving the Post of Chicoutimi, and its polite and gentle-

manly resident, Mr. Andrews, on our route to lake St. .Tohn, a

portage of nearly a league in length, was made to the Chicoutimi

river, over the same syenilic rocks as those seen near the chapel,

which are covered with a thin layer of the marly clay of the

neighbourhood, surmounted by the usual vegetable deposite ; a

good soil, but too near the rock to be very productive. The

same soil, to appearance, and always accompanied by the same

rock, at a greater cr less depth, continues as far as the portage

de I'Enfant, after which it becomes sandy and indifferent : some

good positions for settlement may be expected in this interval.

Although the rocks in many places are known to be near the

surface, they were seldom seen, the land on either side the Chi-

coutimi river thus far being very little elevated. At the portage

de rislet, however, they are much exposed to view, and con-

sist of syenite, in which the felspar is as before flesh coloured,

and very predominating. This rock hai very little soil upon it

and the whole of the portage is a barren waste. Before reach-

ing the portage de IMslet, the banks begin to assume a more

elevated character and they continue to increase in height as

far as lake Kenwangomi, on the southern shores of which lake,
j

and that of Kenwangomichiche, they have attained an extreme

feeij^ht of from thn-c hundred to four hundred feet. The next

portage
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portdgc totliat ofl'lslet ii still more rocky, and on that account

has (ibtained the name of portage des Roches : On a rounded

mass of syenite in the middle of this portage, an observation for

latitude was taken, which gave 48. 14. 31.

At the north western extremity of the portage des Rochee.

Jake Kenwangomi commences. No opportunity occurred of

examining any of the rocks upon this lake until we had advan-

ced about two miles beyond Sandy Point, when a projecting

point of rock afforded more specimens of syenite. A short

distance beyond, a finegrained aggregate was met with, com.

posed of gray quartz and gray felspar, slightly freckled by

hornblende, of a greenish colour, the felspar being distin-

guished from the quartz, by the brilliant reflection of light

from the polished faces of its minute crystals, Further on rocks

were met with in which felspar of a flesh-red, dark grey and

greenish colour was in great excess ; hornblende was also pre-

sent, but in a very subordinate degree, chiefly in patches. The

felspar was here in beautiful distinct crystnls projecting from

the rock, under its usual rhomboidal form ; thc.«e were easily

detached, and their laminar structure readily exhibited by the

(lightest [lercussiun. Magnetic iron was found in some parts

of the rock, which strongly affected the compass : much of the

hornblende was also magnetic. In one of the rocks here, a

mineral was found, which possessed llie following characters :

colour, a dark greenish brown—opaque

—

structure indistinct^

ly laminar before the application of heat ; occasionally the la-

minar structure iH more distinct, and it then resembles mica.

—

When pounded in the mortar, small (foursidcd?) scales arc seen,

having a scmimeiallic lustre. In in aggregated state, its lustre

i» glimmering and semi-mctalllc. It is slightly magnetic be-

fore the application of heat ; when exposed lo ihat of a candle,

it expands opens like a fan and e:ifulialc6, aficr which it i«

f»sily pirtKd by the fingcrt into iniall flexible but uotlatlic

•liili*
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scales of a bright golden colour. The same thing occurred,

by submitting it to the exterior flame of the blowpipe, in which

it also decrepitates and i$ difficult to be retained in the forceps.

One of the golden coloured scales in the interior flame of the

blowpipe fused into a shining black and highly magnetic glo.

bule. With borax it forms a transparent glass coloured by

iron. The color subsides on cooling.

The rocks in this place have little appearance of stratifica-

tion
; judging from the little which does appear, the bearing is

north and south, and dip nearly vertical. The latitude was

here found to be 48 ° -16' 22'' and the approximate variation

of the compass was also taken at the same time, viz : sixteen

and a half degrees. Being very near the rocks at the time of

the observation it was suspected that their magnetic character

might affect it, but upon reversing the sights of the instrument

upon the same right line, the slightest difference only was ob-

served, which might have arisen from a small degree of inaccu-

racy in the compass.

Beyond this place a mass of rocks of a very blackened and

singular aspect was observed on the northern shore of the lake ;

and crossing over from the southern, a distance of about two

thousand feet, we found these rocks to be almost entirely com-

posed of yellow brown and greenish coloured felspar. ]n the

solid scarp of one of these rocks, resembling that of a martello

tower, it was easy, on a near approach, to perceive, notwith-

standing its weathered surface, the pearly but subdued lustre

of the felspar, and the fibrous aspect which the edges of the

laminae presented at the surface of the rock. The stratification

of this rock in this place was not very apparent, but a little

higher up on the same side it was observed to have a bearing

to the north and dip at a high angle to the west.

The imbedded pieces of trap so common on the Saguenay,

are again jcen here. The land on both sides of Lake Kenwan-

gomi
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gomi is elevated, but much more on the southern than on the

northern. Its course, upwards from Portage des Roches, is

at first to the southward of west, but its main course is to

the northward of that point. Its length, numerous rocky capes

and bays, and its precipitous shores, cause it to resemble the

Saguenay, but its mountains are neither so high nor so barren.

About four miles above Sandy Point, a name which lia«

been given to a low bank of sandy alluvium, stretching out in-

to the lake from the northern shore, there is a dry green bay

which appears to enter deep into the north shore and to be free

from mountains and rocky precipices for some distance. It in

the only place we observed between Portage de I'Enfant and

that of Kenwangomi, where land fit for farming might be ex-

pected to occur in any considerable quantity.

The portage Kenwangomi is generally supposed to separate

the waters flowing into Lake St. John (and subsequently into

the Saguenay through Lake Kenwangomishish, La Riviere des

Aulnets and La Belle Riviere) from those which pass more di-

rectly through the Chicoutimi into the Saguenay ; but it is said

that this is not, strictly speaking, the case, because a small

•tream falls from Lake Kenwangomishish into Lake Kenwan -

gomi. Although unusual, this is not a physical impossibility,

without indeed, as has been asserted, the waters of the latter

are higher than those of the former. This portage is about

eighteen hundred paces in length, the first half of which is

sandy and the other a mixture of sand and clay. On the lat

tcr ash was observed for the first time, and it was frequently

seen with elm and other woods, which indicate a good soil

(though never in abundance) in our descent from this place to

Lake St. John.

Shortly afier embarking on Lake Kcnwangomishisli wo

touched at an angle of a rocky iilct and found an aggregate

composed of felspar, quartz and lioriiblcodr, a sycuitic gra-

line.
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nite. Tl)e con se of tliis lake is generally to llie north of west.

Its shores are low, interspersed with elm and ash and fit for cul-

tivation,, jiarticularly the northern sifle. On Lake Kenwango-

mi the prevailing limber was white birch, and neither ash nor

elm was seen. Although the immediate shore of Lake Ken-

wangoinishi.sh on its solatium side is low, on retiring back from

k the lands become ultimately as elevated as those on the north-

ern shoie of Lake Kenwangomi, of which ihey aie probably

a continiintio!>.

The river of Aiders, the outlet from Lake Kenwar.gomr-

shish, flows through an alluvium composed of layers and mix-

tures of sand and clay. The course of this river is exceeding-

ly tortuous, a circumstance often characteristic of these alluvial

deposites, and being narrow it is much obstructed by fallen trees,

and the entanglement and intertwining of the branches of al-

il6r, with which both banks are covered, rendering portages

sometimes necessary where there is plenty of water and little

crrrent. The portage des x^uhiets, however, is occasioned by

the river tumbling over the rocks, which re-appear in this place.

They are compo.-ed of flesh-coloured felspar, green hornblende,

and a fi-'w scales of black mica, forming a beautiful syenite.

The fels|)ar on the su'fRce of the rock was, as is usual, ob-

served to be in an incipient state of decomposition. The soil

examined in crossing the portages in descending the river of

Alders was tolerably good. It consists, beneath the usual lay-

er fif vegetable matter which characterizes these woodland', of

clay and sand mixed, or in alternate layers, the latter frequent-

ly in excess on the surface. In some places tlic land is hilly,

but few rocks are seen. At the north-western extremity of the

Porta je of Alders, a natural section affording the opportu-

iiiiy, a more particular examination of the soil was made and

regi»tered a* follows :— 1st. Decayed and decaying vegetation ;

Slid. A l,>ycr of iaiid one foot six iiichci in thickness ;.
3rd.

Clay
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Clay Aom ten to twenty feet in depth, the wliule resting on

a rock composed ahnost entirely of grey felspar, in which were

obierved patches of liornblende. At this pic 'e the river of Al-

dcrs forks in with La Belle riviere, passing over a picturesque

fall occasioned by the felspalhic rock before mentioned ; the

former river is only indeed a branch of the latter, which is ob-

ierved to widen immediately after tliis junction from an average

breadth of twenty to that of fifiy feet.

On descending La Helle Rivifere, the land was found to im-

prove considerably in appearance, the 8?.nie alluvial soil con-

tin ued, but forming flat and low shores, unaccompanied by

hills. Indicative of this improvement, ash, elm and poplar

became more common. NVhile on this subject, it may he ob-

served, that although the presence of tinjber of a certain dc-

scriptiou may indicate good soil, its absence does not neces-

f,arly imply the reverse ; for on this excursion, we met with

several places in which the soil was dicidedly good, without

finding it, and wh-jrevcr found, it was always ia subordinate

quantity, On the marly shore of the Saguenay, in the neigh-

bourhood of Chicoutimi, we saw none, and yet a better soil

could scarcely be met with. To produce a growth of fine tmi-

ber, something more is requisite than good soil ;
the land

must be opened to warmth, light and air ; it must be disen-

cumbeicd of that heavy mass of decayed and decaying vegeta-

tion, with which our forest land< are loaded. If apparently un-

der all these disadvantages, some lands produce good timber.

it is only an exception, and no suiTicient argument against wh.it

hag been advanced, partlcularlij as sticU exceptions are probably

owing to one or more of the favouring circumstances being tn

operation. It should also be remembered, that good soils have a

tendtnctj tf themselves, by encouragingn rank and dense vegela-

tiisn of 'Meeds and undeiu-ood, to check thegrotvth offlue timber.

To
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To judge of the quality of land by the growth of timber upon

it merely, is to be guided by the effect, and to lose sight enti-

rely of the cause ; a practice, the inconvenience of which, if

generally adopted, would soon be felt in every department of

science.

As the shores of lake St. John are approached, the soil

gradually becomes sandy, until at Kouispigan, as the mouth

of La Belle Riviere is called, it becomes one sheet of fine bright

sand.

Leaving Kouispigan, we proceeded on lake St. John, to

the northward, in the direction of La Grande Decharge,and

touching at two small rocky islets on our way, collected spfi.

cimens of a rock composed almost exclusively of a highly crys-

talline felspar, of a dark bluish grey colour, but in which a

little hornblende was present. This rock was observed form*

ing black isolated masses, both on the shore and in the wa-

ter, on this side of the lake. Having encamped on one of

these, at the entrance of La Grande Decharge, we had more

leasure to consult the characters of this rock, which are as fol-

lows : it possesses no sign of stratification ; its surface is re*

niarkably black, j)articularly when moistened, and often almost

semi-metallic : it is frequently flat and tabuhr ; many portions

of it attract the needle, although the eye can detect no magnetic

iron ; its structure is compactly crystalline, in some cases pas»

sing into compact, but there are always to be seen some shining,

often splendent faces of the laminx, of which it is composed,

and they are frequently striated. In many respects it bears a

great resemblance to Labrador felspar, but its iridescence is

wanting ; it is occasionally traversed by veins of red felspar,

and rarely small portions of its surface were covered witb a

brownish red powder, probably an oxide of iron. One of the

veins traversing this rock, exhibited a curioBS phenomenon ;

ihe s\ibstatice of the vein itself, composed of felspar and horn-

blende.
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blende, wa« not magnetic—the sides of tlte vein composed of

the fclspathic rock we have described, were strongly so ; and

Mr. Hamel further afcerlaincd, that tlie south side of the veiu

aitrucled the north pole of the compass, and the north side

thesou:h pole. To remove the chances of error, the experi-

ment was repeatedly tried, with success, both by applying the

conipass to the sides of the vein, and detached fragments to the

compass. The vein was about three inches thick, and had a

N. \\. bearing. When the compass was laid on the centre of

the vein, the local attraction was observed in one place, to be

equal to ninety degrees ; in some parts of the same rock it was

still more, even to a complete reversal of the needle : At a

Fubsequeiit period, ll.c place was again visited by Mr. Hamel

in company with Mr. Nixon, and the:;e observations confirmed.

Upon our return home, the specimens which had been examined,

were rc-cxamincd, and found to possess a feeble magnetism,

but no polarity. The islet upon which the foregoing observa-

tions were made, forms one of a cluster at the mouth of la Grande

D^charge, to which the name of Dalhousic was given ; none

of them appear to be moie than twenty feet above the water.

On leaving this place a northerly course was again taken until

reaching a fine sandy shore, we landed for the purpose of mea-

suring a bass prepaiatory to a survey of the lake about to

be commenced by Mr. Hamel. These sandv shores are very

characteristic of the lake, and add very much ^io our opinion

to its beauty, though nothing to its fertility. Where no rock

appears, fine shining yellow sand is substituted, and wheie they

appear together, the former rises through the latter assuming

that isolated appearance which has been mcniioned. This sandy

girdle ii not confined to the margin of the lake, but passes a

short dihtaiicc into the interior, bestowing upon the land for-

ming the borders of the lake, an infertility of aspect which

vaoishei upon paiking these landy limits. The greater portion

Q of
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of this sand is yellowish white, but a dark reddish brown variety

was often seen deposited upon it in continuous ripples at diffe-

rent but parallel levels, On examining this sand it was found

to be composed principally of magnetic iron and precious gar.

net. It is an anaUgous compound to the emery of commerce,

and if reduced to a greater degree of fineness, might be employ-

ed for the same purposes. The rocks here were found to be

the same as at the last place ; they have externally often the

aspect of old lead, and when broken the faces of the laminae pos-

sess a lustre which is at the same time almost splendent and semi-

metallic. Upon commencing operations, Mr. Hamel found

between twenty and thirty degrees of local attraction, but in

one spot, free from ir, he determined the magnetic variation to

be 16 ° . 40' W. On these rocks tripe de roche is found in some

abundance ; it is of a deep copper brown colour, and agrees well

with the drawings of it to be seen in the appendix to Franklin's

quarto edition of his first Journey to the Artie Sea. When we

first saw them they were mistaken for representations of some of

the native copper ores which he met with among the copper

mountains. To the taste it has the flavour of mushroom, and al-

though meagre it is not unpalatable. The sandy beach here is

enclosed by two rocky points, forming a bay about fifteen or

sixteen hundred feet wide, the water in which shoals very gra-

dually. A sand bank about fifteen feet high encloses this bay

on the land side, beyond which there is a sandy swamp ; and

this is descriptive of much of the lake on this side.

On leaving this bay and proceeding again to the north, we

doubled the rocky point, which was found to be composed of

the same felspar before met with, as was also another we round-

ed soon after, situated at the entrance of an inlet up which we

ascended mistaking it for the Koucouachime river, and where

we found a very good soil consisting of a yellowish loam, about

one foot six in thickness, resting on plastic clay. As the term

loam
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loam, like that of marl, is often used without conveying any-

very distinct idea of what is meant, either to the person who

uses it or to the person to whom it is addressed, we will here

explain, that wherever it has been used in this report, it has re

lation to mixtures of clay and sand (the former in excess) ge-

nerally coloured by iron, but containing no lime ; in short an

earth of which bricks are made. To avoid misconception, how-

ever, the term has not been ofieo inl reduced, Mere deposites

of clay are ofien called marls, by which an erroneous idea of a

councry may be conveyed ; it should not be forgotten that the

presence «f carbonate of lime is necessary to constitute a marl or

marly clay, which is known by is effervescence in acid ; such a

soil is of the best quality, whereas clays are proportionably in-

fertile as they approach to a state of purity.

Returning to the mouth of the inlet, our northerly course was

resumed, and several hundred yards of a coast, composed of

rocky points, jutting out into the lake, and enclosing fine sandy

beaciies between them, were examined. This, as has been be-

We said, it the chaiacler of the lake hete. The remarkably

uniformity and simplicity of the rocks, hitherto met with, arc

worthy of notice. We could only make the following obser-

vations which differ from what has been described—viz: kid*

oeys of the rock, coated with the brownish red powder wc

have b:fure mentioned, were seen imbedded in the rock itself;

they were at first mistaken for pieces of magnetic iron—and a

bed or broad vein of compact felspar, of a light yellowish green

colour, was seen traversing the rock, contrasting strongly with

ill dark aiKOciate. It differed from ihote minerals which it

moHt resembles, by yielding to the knife and fusing before the

blowpipe, into a white blebby glass, like the rest of (he felspars*

The surface which had been exposed to the atmosphere, wa

dccompcisi-J, carious and of a reddish or yclldwisli while colour.

All ubicivatioii lur Ijtiiude was hric taken, and gave 4-8".-

a7.-i'J". On
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On leaving the mouth of the Koucouathime river, which is

gicuated about one mile to the north of ihe place of our last ob-

ssrvation, a fine sandy shore marking the interval, our course

was north M'esi ward to the northernmost point of Koucouathime

Bay, where the shores begin to be swampy ; but sandy beaches

weie SI ill occasionally observed, wiih partial deposits upon them

of the same admixture of garnets and magnetic iron before men-

tioned. Pu ting on shore in one place we observed low parallel

ridges of this sand several inches in width and depth, giving a

character to the spot. Embarking again the sarre course was

followed, and the shores became lower and more swampy as we

advanced, indeed there appears, to be very little difference of

level between the lake and the land. Tn this portion of the for-

mer, and from one to two miles from the shore, you are surpri-

sed to find no more than three feet of water. This extreme

sliallowness is common to the lake (the depth of which in no

part of it bears a >y proportion to its extent) and is the cause

of the sea-like turbulence its surface asumes after the least

wind, occasioning a violent ground swell and lofty breakers, to

which, at a distance from the shore, the haidiest vat/ageur is fre-

quently unwilling to expose himself. Upon placing the hand in

the water on these occasions it felt very decidedly tepid. This

shallowness and unusual temperature, by occasioning a more ra-

pid evaporation, may account for a fact which it might other-

wise be difficult to do, viz : six tolerably large rivers and seve-

ral «maller ones fall into lake St. John, while only one of mode-

rate dimensions runs out of it.

Continuing a northerly course the mouth of the Peribo-

nea river was reached, where the latitude was found to be

'^•8o-4'2'-S7", and this was the greatest that was made on the

«akc.

Jn about three hours after leaving the Peribonea river we

j-eachcd a bay, at the bottom of which we encamped, and found

a
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a considerable deposite of a very fine admixture of clay, silex and

lime (an excellent marl) underlying the sand. Finding deep

water close to the shore, and a current setting ffom the north-

ward out of an angle in the bay, it was conjectured that the ri-

ver Mistassiny lay in that direction, which proved to be the

case, and another observation of the sun's meridian altitude hav-

ing been taken at its mouth, gave for latitude 48o-38'-55''.

Ascending the Mistassiny a short distance, the land though

sandy appeared to improve, but neither here nor in any part o

the lake, nor in the whole of the country we traversed was very

good timber, remarkable for its abundance, perceived. Reasons

have already been advanced for not considering the absence of

fine timber as any proof of a bad soil.

On leaving the Mistassiny we proceeded to the Assuapmou-

aoin on a southerly course. On crossing the mouth of this ri-

ver we encountered a violent tempest ; there was however no

danger being near the sliore and in shallow water. Upon the

tempest abating we landed and encamped. Here we again fe!i

in with rocks which had entirely deserted us since we left the

bay to the southward of the Koucuuathime river ; they arc of

a different formation, and consist of clay-slate and fetid iime-

Btone in conformable strata. The clay-slate which was first met

with is composed of an indurated nchistose clay, exceedingly fis-

sile, and assuming many of the characters of roofing slate. It

occurs on the shores of the lake, and dips beneath its waters to

the N. N. W. at an an^jle of 25 °
. The laminx of the clay-

tlatc arc parallel to the planes of Btratificatioti, which is probably

the cauic of the extreme fissility of the rock in that direction
;

but perpendicular to these planes, or nearly so, arc others

which serve to perplex the examiner when wishing to ascertain

the bearing of the (tratifica'ion of this rock; liowcver their want

of contiiiuosity and particularly the conformable position of ih*

clay-dalc wiili rfg.ud to the iimc&tune, rcuiovc tlic d-lFtcuhy^
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The surface of the rock is strewed with its weathered fragments,

which exhibit no other change from the rock itself than tha^

weather has rendered its fissile character more apparent ; tl)ese

fragments when slightly struck on their edges break into smooth

rectangular slates. Solid slates five feet long, one foot wide, and

one or two inches in thickness arc seen ; fragments of this de-

scription are very sonorous when struck.

Afier traversing this day -slate for about one quarter of a

mile, the fetid limestone before-mentioned was met with under-

li/ing the other conformable strata. Much of this limestone con-

tains fossil organic remains, chiefly corallites and encrinites
;

products: were also seen, and a singular fossil similar to a vaiiety

found in Drummond's Island, Lake Huron, of which there is

a drawing in the sixth volume of the Geological Transactions,

plate 30, fig. 5, frqm which that in question appears to differ

chiefly by having the disks of which it is composed obliquely

set on, whereas in the figure alluded to they have a rectangu'

Jar position. That from lake St. John also tapers more than

the otlier. The cross fracture exhibits a structure which is

partly compact and partly lamii;ar ; the former appears to pre-

vail towards the parietes, and to be composed of chalcedony or

of a carbonate of lime passing into chalcedony ; the latter

occurs towards the centre, which is a calc-spar. Between the

two there is also perceived a tendency to the formation of agat€,

chalccdonic rings and curves being distinctly visible. Sometimes

the centre has r.oihing of the crystalline aspect whatever, but

ghews a rounded spot of a reddish-brown and opaque substance,

apparently of the nature of the imbedding rock, whicli is a dull

fetid limestone of a dark colour, and full of fossil remains. Close

to the one here drawn, but at the back of the specimen, there is

aproducta. This character of becoming siliceous is common,

but in a much greater degree, to the fossils from Dfummond's

JslaiiJ, l^ikc Huron, wiih the species of wliicli thoic found on

hake

I
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Lake St. John appear to correspond. The fossils however of

the former are not only more siliceous, but the limestone itself

in which ihey are embedded has been in some places metamor-

phosed into a chert or hornstone.

For the accompanying very accurate drawing of this fossil,

/pi. 8,) we are indebted to Lieut. Ditmus, 66th Regt., ample

justice to which has been done by the engraver, Mr. Smilie.

This limestone appeared to be separated from the clay-slate

abovf it by a thin black shalcy calcareous stratum, full of short

undulations and rounded concavities occasioned by correspond-

ing projections and spherical knobs in the limestone. These

knobs or balls could sometimes be detached, and were found

to be composed of a very compact dark grey limestone, having

a glimmering lustre arising from the reflection of light from a

few crystalline points, and a luater-'woni aspect. In the^e no

vestige of organic remains could be perceived, although a slightly

fetid odour indicated their presence originally. The stratum of

limestone in which they were imbedded appeared equally free

from organic remains, but was of a more earthy texture. The

thin black shaley stratum is itself a limestone, as its free efferves-

cence in acid declares, but it appears to contain much clay and to

be passing into c'ay-slate. The position of these balls we

conceive is corroborative of the inferior level of the litre-stone

with regard to its planes of stratification.

It is with much hesitation that wc have ventured to state our

opinion that secondary limestone here underlies clay-date, be-

cause we know that such a position, if not altogether new, is at

least of very rare occurrence. But as our province is to describe

and not to theorize, wc should have advanced still more im-

probable suppositions if, after the same unprejudiced research*

there had been cause in our opinion to entertain them. The

knowledge of natural history is very little likely to be extended

if her votaries rcstiict ihcmsclvea in ihcir reports to what the

cxi;.t-
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existing knowledge on the subject may render probable. Ha*

ving taken the trouble to examine, if an opinion be advanced

(with humility proportioned to the degree of information) which

is strongly opposed to experience, no censure is justly due

though it prove erroneous. Some beautiful specimens of encri-

nal marb'e of a fawn colour are found here which would polish

well and prove highly otnamental.

The limestone conliuued in visible strata for above one hun-

dred and fifty feet, after which it appeared only in angular frag-

ments for about a mile and a half further, when it again was

seen in regular strata, forming a projecting point in ihe lake, the

intermediate portion of the shore being characterized by a nu-

merous collection of boulders consisting of granite, trap, mica-

slate and angular fragments of clay-slate^ Having seen no

mica -slate befo:e while in the Sagnenay countty, we may have

mistaken trap for it, the pseudo-metallic lustre of which, as

we have before said, causing it often to reseoible that rock.

Two or three semi-rounded masses of the felspaihic reck

near La Grande Discharge were also seen.

Tlie stratification at the above-mentioned point is obscure,

but it appeals to dip genily to the east. Much of the lime-

stone had a very conglomerated aspect, or at least it appeared to

b: made up in a confused manner of pieces of itself, though no

dis'.inct imbedded fragments were seen. It contains imperfect

fiTssil remains of corallines and orthoceia.

Proceeding beyond this point the shore became g^adual'y

crowded to excess with fragments of various rocks principally

of limestone. Rocks under the form of boulders were also very

common, and as before, angular pieces of clay-slate. The nuni-

hir of these boulders, generally about the sIzl' of the head,

rendered our walk over them painful in the ex'rcme, the bccf-

skin mocassin being by no means a sufficient proiectiun in these

eases to tin? foot ui accustomed to wear it.

Embar-
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Embarking and crossing over to a cliff about thirty feet in

height, called Pointe Blue, it was found to be composed of the

same fetid lime-stone in dis'.inct horizontal stra'a. Organicre-

mains are found in thi$ rock, but they are generally indistinct.

Embarking again for the south-easiward, the limestone was

observed to continue on the shore, and at another poinc resem'

bling 'Pointe Blue it forms a similar precipice on the lake. A
Utile beyond this we put on shore, and found the same lime-

stone forming a low beach. A cedar was measured here the

girth of which wastwelve feet, it was, however, by no means cha"

racreris ic of the place, although the soil appeared to be much

improved since meetinpf with the lime stone and clay-slate, a

circumstance that was to be expected. At the bottom of a bay

beyond this place the same horizontal lime-sione forms the

shores and bed of the Litileor Ouitchouanitch river which, aia

rapid here fall* into Lake St. John.

Running once more to the southeastward we encamped on

a bare limestone point opposite L'Isle des Couleuvres. Some of

the voyageurt had the greatest disinclination to visit this island

on account of the number of snakes which were reported to ex-

ist there, and many wonderful stories of their forming festoons,

knots, and lying together like a string of sausage?, were told
;

but after traversing the whole island one shrivelled skin only

was seen. Tears too (probably under the guardianship of the

snakes) were said to be abundant wi'.h equal foundation. The

thorct to the northwestward were abundantiy strewn with many

fragments of coralli>cs, among which we recognized caryophil-

liae, chain coral, madrepores, retepores, millepores, and particu-

larly that corallite so much resembling a bee's hive, and called

favoiite. The varieties of caryophiliiae resembled those to We

Mco in the six h volume of the Geological Transactions. Some

of the madrepores might canily be mi«takc-n for the fossil eyo-

teeih of some ftnimalii but their intcraul radiated structure

R dif
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distinguishes them, (turbinohae ?*) All these fossils have been

probably washed up from the bottom of the lake, the island be-

ing apparently a mere sand bankt There is another island near

it which, judging from description, is probably composed of

clay-slate.

On leaving the former Island we stretched across to the main,

and entering a bay reached the mouth of the Ouitchouan, where

another deposite of clay-slate was noticed. This slate differs

from the other in the following particulars :—the strata are

horizontal or nearly so—it is not observed to be here associa-

ted with any other rock—its weathered surface is white, where-

as that of the other is black.—it effervesces in acid very slight-

ly, and contains slight traces of organic remains, neither of

which characters was observed in the other—it is in greater

abundance and more easily quanied.

A person unacquainted with the deceptive appearances which

rocks sometimes assume, would without hefitation pronounce

this rock to be horizontally stratified, and in our judgment he

would be correct ; but there are other surfaces which have a

parallel arrangement among themselves, and which might easily

be mistaken for planes of stratification, particularly as theij,

position is vertical and one which agrees better with the high

dip the clay-slates so generally exhibit. However upon a closer

examination of these planes they are found to suffer constant

interruption and not to be continuous. The horizontahty of

the strata being here assumed as the fact, of which we entertain

no doubt, the lamina of the clay-slate are as before parallel to

the surfaces of stratification. This rock is divided often, owing

to

• We have seen epecimens from Urummond's Island, Lake Huron, the
structure of which is nearly as compact as ivory, onin^ to the infiltration

of siliceous panicles into the original interstices of the coral, 'i'his, together
with their yello wi<>h white fractured surface, render the denticular resembiance
alill more atriking.
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to these couiiterseams, into cuboidal masses and longltudina]

frustra of pyramids, the latter sometimes resembling the blade

of a stiletto. Whether you strike the rock on the edges of

its laminae or across the surface, a fracture in the direction of

these lamiox is effected, accompanied of course in the latter

case by the cross fracture. Above and in immediate contact

with ihe clay-slate, is a remarkably fine bed of compact marly

clay, to which cause the slight effervescence of the former i

8

probably owing. Fragments of clay-slate are abundant on the

shore in this place, and those of any other rock are rare. The

latitude of the Ouitchouan river at its mouth was determined to

be4So_243-'5".

Between the Ouitchouan and the Post of Metabitchouan we

observed the same formation to continue for a considerable dis-

tance, beyond which we again came upon the limestone, posses-

sing the same characters as before, but dipping to the northward

at an angle of 45*. This appears to be a further corroboration

of our opinion, and to infer the additional conjecture that the

two rocks alternate with each other, otherwise the limestone

must suffer a violent contortion to appear in the interval, be-

tween the two deposites of clay-slate, in horizont?&l strata at

nearly the same water level, as has been described.

This alternation with fetid limestone suits the habits of the

shalei> far better than those of the clay-slates to which they

•omctimcB bear a striking, and to the eye an indistinguishable

resemblance, a fact which is remarkably exemplified in the pre-

sent instance if this rock should prove to be a shale, which, af-

ter consulting its minctalogical characters, we are strongly of

opinion it is not, although it cannot be concealed that the case

appears a doubtful one. That the reader may be better able

to form his own opinion on this point we here introduce those

characters :—Colour, brownitih black—opaque—structure real*

ly schittoic, but apparently compact—crois fracture, uneven,

some-
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Somewhat conchoidal—hardness about the same as clay-slate—

color of powder and streak, reddish-odour slightly bituminous

when struck—specific gravity 2. 4. In water its surface is co-

vered with minute bubbles, but it neither falls to pieces In it nor

derives additional iveight even after a long immersion. A speci-

men from the last-mentioned place effervesces very slightly in

acid, a character which is supposed to be owing to the proxi-

mity of the marly clay. Before the blowpipe it fuses readily

into a globule of glass, having a dirty green or brown col»5ur.

Experiments alone can determine whether this rock is calcula-

ted to answer the purpose of a roofing slate ; this must depend

upon its possessing a requisite degree of fissility, and upon its

power of resisting the action of the atmosphere: our op'nion

upon both these points is favourable, but it is only derived from

a hasty view of the quarry. With regard to our geological di-

lemma, without wasting more time in the attempt to reconcile

apparent contradictions, which a more intimate acquaintance

with the locale would probably clear away, we will continue to

relate facts. The limestone at the last-mentioned place forms

a bluff precipice on the shore of the lake, and contains corallitest

encrinites and products. The encrinites were as before in a

fawn-coloured variety, well calculated for an ornamental mar-

ble ; some of it has the conglomerated aspect before described.

Pursuing our route, we reached the post of Metabctshuan

which we found by observation to be in latitude 48 o .-23'-ll".

Like the Post of Tadousac, that of Metabetshuam is situated

>n an alluvial bank, though differing in the materials which com-

pose it. It is here a soil in which clay predominates, but con_

tains sufficient sand to give it fertility. Boulders of the rocks

of the neighbourhood, and among them water-worn fragments

of the secondary limestone we have just described with their

imbedded fossils, are freqnent. The fossils are generally of

^he same cla;s as those found on the Manitouline chain of islands
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in Lake Huron, and have been mentioned. The most remark-

able of ihe fossil remains we saw, was a trilobite (entomoliihes

paradoxus of Linnaeus.) (See, plate. 9 ) It is believed to be one

of the largest that has ever been seen, and is deserving of notice,

belonging as it does to a class of animals with which naturalists

are totally unacquainted, and of which Parkinson says, *' We
must content ourselves, I believe, with allowing that no anima'

resembhiig it is known." It is supposed to be a species of crab.

A drawing of the same animal, though not precisely of the

same variety, may be seen forming the frontispiece to the 3d

edition of IJakewell's " Introduction to Geology." Although

the trilobite is very characteristic of the limestone in the Lower

Province, it is the small species ; no other gigantic specimen

has been noticed ; Dr. Bigsby, however met with it on Lake

Huron. Some sections of the pigmy tribolite (if such an ex-

pression may be allowed) from Beauport and Montmorencij

bear a strong resemblance in form to moths. We have in our

possession an organic remain from the latter place, which ap-

pears to represent a trilobite inserted in the siphuncular cavity

of a small orthocerallte. If this conjecture be correct, it is

worthy of attention, because it agrees with the known habits

of the crustaceous tribe of animals which seek their food by

entering into shellfish. Univalves have been brought up to

Quebce from the Gulf of St. Lawrence, in which when partly

mutilated, may be seen small crabs that have probably perished

in an ineffectual attempt to retreat. A suitable punishment

that should await all murderous intruders who steal upon the

privacy! of others, whether their object be to destroy hfc or

to kill time.

'1 he accompanying coppcr-plate impression is by Mr. Smiiiic,

from another accurate drawing with which we were favoured

by Lieut. Ditmus. In both cases the engraver had also the ad-

vantage of coniultinJ the spccimeui.

This
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This irilobite is upon very schistose limestone, of a dark grey

color internally, and yellowish white weathered surface. The

fragment in which it was found is angular and detached ; it had

been used as a stepping stone to one of the outhouses at the

Post, and probably had been brought by the ice to this shore

from a place on the lake about three miles to the westward,

where we found a limestone very similar to k, having a variable

dip to the northward of ftora 10 ° . to 45 ° . and underlying

a very schistose black limestone containing the impressions o'

small terebratulas, and giving out a very fetid odour when struck.

Although schistose in the large, this latter rock was very com-

pact in the small, and would probably afford beautiful black

slabs of marble. The schistose character, together with its

black color, might occasion it to be mistaken for clay-slate»

particularly as we have before described that rock as holding

a similar position with regard to the limestone ; but that posi.

tion itself, the violent effervescence of the rock in acid, its im-

bedded organic remains and fetid odour, remove all doubt on

the subject. The fawn coloured hmestone was again observed

here ; it appears to be in considerable abundance. A large an-

gular mass of white laminar marble was seen upon the shore ;

the rock itself must be near but probably at the bottom of the

lake, from whence the mass in question has been thrown up.

From the Post of Mitabctshuan, conceived to be the roost

southerly point of the lake or nearly so, the River Peribonea,

about its most noitherly point, bore north—La Grande De-

charge, N.E., and nearest point to the eastward, £.

We ascended the Mctabetshuan River a short distance as far

as some rapids ; the right bank or that to the eastward, was

found to be composed of a mixture of clay and sand, forming an

alluvial ridge from fifty to eighty feet high. The western side

of the river is low. Wheat, barley, oats, kitchen stuff of va-

rious kinds, cucuncbcrj and uielous, grow here to perfection ;

neither
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neither soil nor climate can therefore be bad. Having broken

the thermometers in the early stage of our journey, all our le-

ports are deficient in ihermometrical obsetvations. Judging

from our feehngs and the agricultural facts above mentioned,

there appears to be no difference between the climate on Lake

St. John and that at Quebec. Mountains bound the view to

southward of the Post, and at no great distance among these,

we heard that a large deposi.e of a mineral, which from the de-

scription given of it, must be steatiteor soapstone, is found. It

probably marks the primary character of the mountains in which

it occurs ; near them the junction of the primary and secondary-

rocks may be expected to take place. We did not see it, for

the clay -slate, although usually a primary rock, is here, by its

alternation with fetid limestone, evidently of the transition or se>

condary class.

After crossing a turbulent sea, we arrived once more on our

way back, at the mouth of La Belle Riviere, having completed

the circuit of Lake St. John.

Before we take leave of this lake, we will here introduce

a few remarks upon the general fertility of the land in its neigh-

bourhood, which have occurred co us as explanatory of the cause

of it.

When first the reports* of the House of Assembly respect-

ing the Saguenay Country came under our observation, we were

at a loss to account for this fertility. Wc imagined Lake St.

John and the surrounding country to be, as it really is, a large

basin, of which the lake is the lowest portion, with rivers run-

ning into it from all points of the compass save one, and bear-

ing

• >V lih re)r«fd to llirtf roporu, ilia only junticc to lay. ihat nfter having
allenlivvly •aiiiinvil iluin, we ilniik they aru •« crcdiublc to llii- iiidivitluuli
who collccied ihi-in ai llu-y arc lo ihc |i>'itati> from whom Ihcy witu olla'n-
•d. We hiive, ((.ncrally ipeaking, luuiiil iheiu lo be correcl, and it will t>«
•een ihat the lulctt rr|M)ri« ralher conllrm than allord any new inforin«lioa
rttprclinK the r<rrtilitv ol Uie toil and iU capabiliiica lor acUlinjj. Both Mr.
X««ch*'« and Mr. rancl'i plain «|«o, con«idering Ihcy «r4 m»rt tkctehw,
mtt v»iy faiih/'iil.
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ing wiih them the drainage of the lands they traversed. Sup-

posing these lands to be composed almost entirely of rocks of

the most infertile characters, such as granite and gneiss or

aggregates in which silex abounds, they could not be looked

to as the sources of 'the fertility in question. In this dilemmai

the action of a violent deluge was had recourse to, which by

bringing soils from distant quarters, had accumulated here the

materials of future fertilization. With this impression,we visited

the country. It was found to be composed, instead of granite;

and gneiss, for the most part of rocks which, however infertile

some of them may be as such, are made up of minerals almost

exclusively, the decomposition of which furnishes the best soils

;

6uch are syenite and trap rocks. On casting our eyes over the

fine alluvial soils which characterize the country about Lake

St. John and Chicoutimi, they exhibited no indication of the

action tf a violent deluge ; on the contrary, they were found

to be composed of the finest particles, which could only have

been deposited in quiet waters.

On visiting Lake St. John, we found a rock forming a large

portion of the shores and of its neighbourhood, the decom-

position of which forms the finest clays. A little farther on

the same lake, clay-slate and limestone are found to occupy a

still larger portion, the former rock almost always associated

with fertile soils furnished by its desintegration, while the lat-

ter, with few exceptions, need only be named as forming a por-

tion of any country, to convey at once the fertility of that por-

tion.

Examine the limestone : you find it the depository of the

exuvia of animals, tenants only of the ocean which now form a

part of almost every one of its generally horizontal strata. The

inference is obvious :—they and the limestone have been de-

posited here together, when Lake St. John and the surroun-

ding country were covered by the sea ; and it it almost eq^ually

obviout
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obvious to us, ihat the fine clays and marls, in which this coun-

try abounds, are the washings of the decumposing rocks, which^

being first suspended in the water as au impalpable powder,

afterward* subside at the bases and on the gently sloping sides

of the rocks from whence they are derived.

Mr. Nixon, upon his return, kindly furnished the following

specimens of Rocks and Earths, with the information as to

where they were procured :

ROCKS.

No. 1 .—Of felspar alone, similar to all the rocks from the Grand

Decharge to Koucouathime river.—From the second

rapid on the Peribonca river this specimen was taken,

and Mr. Nixon describes the same rock as extending

from the foot of the first rapid to the fool of the

third fall, forming rocky banks on both sides ; what

soil there is in the distance is sandy. This rock

was traversed by a vein of granite, the felspar in which

was in large crystals and greatly predominating.

2.—A detatciicd mass of magnetic iron near No. 1.

3.—Like No. 1—From the great falls on the Peribonca

4.—This is an equable mixture ot hornblende and fel-

spar, the latter^having a glandular arrangement in the

former bearing some resemblance to porphyry. In

naming rocks composed of hornblende and felspar,

we have invariably in this report called those traps

in which the former mineral predominates, wh Ic the

term fyenitc has been restricted to ihose in whicli the

fehpar is the most abundant mineral. In the present

instance therefore in which there is no predominancy

of either, both terms are equally applicable, but we

have chosen that of trap because the felspar in it, by

Its rcicmblanco to quartz, bellows upon the speci-

men in qucitiuu a character cf coincidence with the

S trip
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trap we have described, which character is wanting

in the syenites—From David River.

5.—A mixture of hornblende and felspar, the former pre-

dominating—consequently a trap—from the falls of

the River Ouitchouan, two hundred and thirty-six

feet high, according to Mr. Bouchette.

6.—Similar to No. 1.—From La Petite Decharge—a vein

of white felspar traverses this rock.

EARTHS.

No. 1.—A mixture of sand, clay, vegetable matter and iron

—

The sand in excess—indifiFerent soil—River Feribo-

nea.

2.—The same as No. 1—with little or no iron—R. Peri-

bonea.

S.—A loam or brick earth—good soil—Lake Nohaduito

—taken from under the vegetable matter.

4.—Sandy bad soil laying ^beneath No. 3, a foot deep

and resting on No 5.

5.—A good marly clay—same thickness as No. 4, and

resting on No. 6.

6.—An excellent marly clay.

7.-—A fine dark vegetable mould, twenty paces from the

edge of a rivulet running into Lake Nixon.

8.—Mixture of clay aud sand—tolerable soil—do.

9.—Sand, clay, vegetable earth and iron—light and

sandy—do.

10.—Ditto ditto ditto— River Baddeley.

11.—Sand and vegetable earth—poor soil—ditto.

Upon reaching Tadousac, on our return home, its latitude

was made, 4-8®. 6^ 38"— and immediately aftcrwaids we

entered the St. Lawrence, on our way to St^ Paul's Bay, pas-

ling Pointe aux Bouleaux, of which some account was given

ia
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in the early pages of this report. Between Pointe aux

Bouleaux and Echaufaud des Basques, nearly isolated masses

of what was considered to be granite, were seen ; ihey are

shaped like a dome or rounded hay-cock, but generally the

outline of the mountains on the coast, did not differ materially

from that of the Saguenay ; the former sre not however so

precipitous. Having landed at Echaufaud-des-Ba.-ques, the

predominating lock was found to be syenitic granite, in which

trap was observed, forming dykes or veins. A vein com-

posed of red felspar, quariz, hornblende and magnetic iron,

traverses this rock. Flesh red crystals of felspar, and white

masses of quartz, forming large distinct concretions, were

seen under thi same circumstances. From a detached mass of

•ycnitic granite, large kidneys of a fine black hornblende

were taken, and also a beautiful specimen of liglu blue felspar

having the lustre of satin.

The surface of the rock here, was observed to have the

same baked and porous aspect as before described. This ap-

pearance is not in all cases confined to the surface. A spe-

cimen brought from Ance-aux Femmes, in the Saguenay, has

been already described, as possessing the character of poro-

sity, both internally and externally, in so perfect a manner,

as (o be a fair sample of a mill-stone.

It would prove a mere repetition to be as circumstantiaj

in our di^cription of the rocks, on the north shore of the

St. Lawrence, between Tadousac and Mal-Baie, as we have

been between the former place and Chicoutimi—Wc will

ihercforc confine ourselves to a few remarks which will cm-

brace tliotc striking or important diiTcenccs observed.

Though trap was occasionally seen, forming dykss, veins

and imbedded pieces in the predominating rock (a syenite,

sycniiic granite, or sycuiiic gneiss,) no rocky musses of il,

whether stratified or unslruiilied were perceived. It is not

meant to assert, however, ihut they may nut be found, but only

to imply, ihit ihcy are by no means so common as in the Sa-

gnenay
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guenay river, particularly in that portion of it between Chi.

coutimi, and La Buole, from the last of which places, towards

5he mouth of the Saguenay, the rocks become more quartoze

and less amphibolic or hornblendic, and pass from trap and

syenite into syenitic gneiss and granite. To this latter cause

may be attributed the comparative narrowness of the river at

its entrance.

As Mal-Baie is approached, the rocks are observed to be

^rowded with veins of trap, felspar, quartz and granite, to an

excass. These veins are generally parallel to each other, fre

.

quently contorted to a degree that is scarcely credible. In some

places they are absolutely countless, and being composed of

different coloured minerals, as white quartz, black horn-

blende, red felspar, &c., they bestow on the rock at once

a singular and beautiful appearance, to which an artist alone

could do justice, as it is totally beyond the power of descrip-

tion to convey.

It is worthy of observation, that the granite veins which

have been described as traversing the rocks, both in the St.

Lawrence and Saguenay rivers, \yere found to be composed,

whenever examined, of large fljsh coloured crystals of felspar,

large pieces of grey or white quartz, and mica in hexagonal

plates, about the size of a farthing, the whole forming a va-

riety of g.ap.hic granite, differing widely in appearance from

those fine grained granites, which have been described as oc-

curring in apparently stratified masses in the Saguenay and

elsewhere, and among the constituents of which it is often

difficult to say whether mica or hornblende is to be ranked,

or whether they are not both of them present, the small black

specks disseminated through the aggregate, resembling either of

those minerals. The plates of mica in these veins, were " few

ing and far between :" the rarity of this mineral in the rocks

under description has been before alluded to.

A number of recent shells principally echini or sea-eggs are

found upon the rocks, and sometimes at an elevation, to occa-

liou
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•ion a false inference to be drawn a3 to the height of the

spring tides. These are probably brought by birds, as the

elevated position they occupy, is far beyond the reach of auy

tide in the St. Lawience.

On entering Mai Baie, a rock was observed, forming a long

precipitous scarp, which had the appearance of being hori-

zontally stratified. It is of a greyish cJour. This we after-

wards found to be a limestone and is the same that Dr. Bigsby

describes as a calcareous conglomerate full of organic remains,

and having gneiss and mica slate abutting aagainst it.

Partaking of the well known hospitality of Mr. and Mrs.

M'Nicol for one day, we had leasure to examine some of the

rocki in this place, which are particulatly interesting, as it is

here that the primary and secondary formaiiona occur togc-

ihcr. On the shore near the house we observed black fetid

limestone, and we believe gneiss, but this spot was not parti-

cularly examined. Crossing a bridge over the Mai Baie ri-

ver, we proceeded across an alluvial ridge, towards Dr. Frascr's

house on the eastern side of this bay. Pursuing our walk on

the shore, and down the river, we first came again en the

black fetid limestone observed on the other side of the bay.

Then examining a block which had fallen fro mlhe precipice

above (the same noticed on entering the bay) it was found to

consist of an indurated limestone of a greyish colour and the con-

jccturc before entertained respecting its hoiizontal stralifica-

tii.n was confirmed. It forms a perpendicular bcarp, perhaps

one hundred and fifty feet high, lieyond the black fetid limc-

Itone, micaceous schist was met with, foi* the first time, con-

taining veins of quartz, sometimes of a slight roByluic, and

common garnets. We 8«w none of the beautiful foliated gar-

net, which is known to occur in this rock. The dip of the

mica slate is gently to the wot. Continuing our walk, wc

came upon a rock, which appeared to consist of stratified m.u-

Ki of puie quartz ; after which we met with sychitic gneiss.

AU the ba».ct edges of thctc rocks, from the black limcitonc

downward*, crop out on tlic sliorc, in coi.rutmab'.e sliala,

llic
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the dip of which is to the westward. Between the horizontal

limestone, which lays over the basset eilges of these rocks
^

and the black limestone, a sort of calcareous sandstone is

observed, of a light green colour possessing the compact-

ness of fine grained grey wacke. We do not remember to

which of the two rocks it is conformable, but believe it is to

the uppermost ; i'.s effervescence in acid is slight.

Mal-bny and its neighbourhood have long been remarkable,

for the frequency of earthquakes ; it was not probable theretore

that we should omit to make enquiries respecting them, con-

nected as they are with the subject under examination. Through

the poliienesi of ^Ir. and Mrs. M'Nical the fjllovving infor-

mation was ob aiiied. Shocks are most frequent in January

and February ; their diiectiou appears to be northwest ; the

duration of the movement is about one minute, and notice of

the coming motion is generally given by a noise like a chimney

on fire, sometimes. acco.T.panied by two distinct blows. The

weather is sometimes sultry, previously at oiliers, cold ; in the

former case, the weather becomes cold after the shock, and in

the latter, mild : in sh.oit, it is always accompanied by a

change of weather. They occur about nine or ten Unies a

year, and are more generally observed in the night thaa in

the day. When they happen in foggy weather it clears up sub-

sequently. About ihirty-six years ago shocks were inruch

more violent. Dr. Fraser of Malbay, to whom this account

was shown, agrees generally with it, but thinks the number of

shocks annually underrated.

Mai-Bay or, Murray Bay, as the inhabitants prefer calling

it, cnteis deep into the nciiii shore, and the greater proportion

becomes dy at low water. The land which encloses the bay

is rather elevated and locky, but between it and the high

Tvater-mark on the western side, there is a flat or gently un-

dulated alluvial soil. The character of most of this is sandy,

but that on which Mr. McNicol's farm is situated is of a

mpcri'jr desC'iption, composed of clay, sand, and probably lime

derived
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derived from its vicinity to limestone. Wc were informed that

the general character of the soil improves on advancing into the

interior, and that a broad fertile valley similar to the one which

acco!tipan:es the St. Paul's Bay River, and with which it i^

connected by a cross valley, also accompanies the Mai-Day

River in rear of the settlement. Walking through the fields at

the back of Mr. M'Nicol's house, we observed several small

cone-shaped hillocks from fifteen to twenty feel high composed

of alluvial soil, which from their form and isolated appearance

were supposed to be in some way connected with the cause of

the earthquakes.

Availing ourselves of the high tide we left this bay, but were

detained a few hours at its westernmost point by the roughness

of the river. This interval was occupied in examining .he lime-

stone rock of which the point consists. Like that on the eas-

tern side of the bay it is one of the oldest of the secondary class,

and contains numerous organic remainj, principally orthocera-

tites. The weathering of the rock cxiiibits many longitu-

dinal sections of these fossil multilocular univalves, giving them

•nmetbiog the appearance of fish-bones for which they have

been mistaken. It is well known to those who interest them-

selves on the subject, that the fossil coralhncs of the^^'nax

huronia, of which there arc some beautifully correct drawings

among ihe plates to the sixth volume of the Geological Tran-

sactions, bear arcmaikabic resemblance to vcrtibrx, so much so

fts to have deceived professional men ; of these however wc saw

none. Some of this limestone is of a very siliceous character and

appears to pass into sandstone ; some again is conglomerated,

and holds imbedded rounded fragments of white quartz ; in

thii the fosid organic remains appear most to abound. In the

upper portion of this limestone there is a small cavern into which

you may de»cend for a few yards. Tlic siJei and roof are in

nany places coated with a white incrustation, having nom; of

tlir
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the crystalline aspect of stalactite, but softer and more resem-

bling analogous appearances on the roofs of old brici or stone

arches. This cavern descends very rapidly, but we were soon

arrested by its narrowing suddenly to a mere crack, through

which however the boy who accompanied us said he had pas-

sed, and found that the cavern on the other side becomes more

spacious, but his fears would not allow him to investigate fur-

ther. This part of the passage might be excavated at a tri-

fling expence, which might be fully repaid by the extent, beauty

and singularity of appearance which these caverns often pre-

sent. Di". Fraser has been spoken to on the subject, from whom

more information is shortly expected.

The shore between Murray Bay and St. Paul's Bay is by

no means so precipitous as that between the former place and

the mouth of the .Saguenay, although it gradually retires back

into lofty hills, over which, on account of the crowded state of

the canoe, Messrs. Bowen and Cioldie passed. They describe

the road as one continued succession of abrupt rise and fall.

Some rocks, the surfaces of which are'white, were observed for-

ming much of the shore, but as we did noc touch them, it re-

mains doubtful whether they were felspaihic or limestone.

Beyond these, a black rock, traversed by veins of white calca-

reous spar, was seen ;
probably the transition limestone of some

authors, and the same as that observed at Murray Bay.

On passing Les-Lboulemens, we looked in vain for the cause

of that part of the country being so called ; Isle aux Cou-

dres also, which Charlevoix represents as havingr been detach-

ed from the main by a violent earthquake, exhibits no other

character, on passing, to indicate such a catastrophe, than a

whirlpool between it and the main, which at low water be-

comes dangerous for boats, and canoes by the risk they run of

being thrown by it on the limestone rocks to the right of the

entrance into St. Paul'j Bay : appearances indicating some
"vent

i
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c*ent of the kind are said to be seen, however, in many places

on tlie shore beiween Port au Persil and St. Paul's Bay, such

as the roots and trunks &c. of prostrate trees, being covered

with 9oii and loose masses of rock.

The limestone mentioned last is of an excellent description ;

it occurs in dark compact strata, dipping to the westward at

an angle of about 45 ^ . It has all the appearance of being an

excellent building material, in great abundance and easily quar-

ried.

At the entrance into St. Paul's Bay, the mountains which

form the back ground have a very picturesque appearance,

rising in cone-shaped peaks and in alpine ranges ; they are, how-

ever, not very elevated.

It is not perhaps generally known that there exists highly

respectable evidence of a volcanic eruption having happened

somewhere in the interior in the rear of St. Paul's Bay. No

one we think will feel disposed to doubt the fact after perusing

ilie following account of it with which, through the politeness

of Mr. Gagnon and Mr. Chaperon, we have been furnished. It

xt the former gentleman who writes :^
" Au dcfait du jotirna) que $c trouve ecarte, daigncz rcce-

Toir ce que suit :

"Samcdi, 6 Oct. 1791, a la Baie St. Paul, et autie lieu cir-

convoiiin, vers les sept heurcs ct quart du soir, se fit scntir un

foit trcmblemcnt dc terrc ; toute la nuii fut troubl^e par de

pctits rcpctcs, ct cntrc par un tremoussement courant dans

I'cJt. Lc8 quarante ct un joura suivans trembJcrent, dcpuis

deux coupi jiitqu'a cinq par jour. Lc Lundi 8 Oct. fut d'un

bon tier* moins fort que lc premier (du 5) Ics autres furcnt que

dfi jKtits, ou brouissemcus ; lc terns toujours obscur. Avant la

nuit du 20 au 27» jc n'av;ii» pas encore rcmarquc d'cruption de

fumec cpaiiK, par fois ondoyante de flammc ; la temperature a

7^ heurct du soir ^tail all'' au dcisous dc zero du ihermo-

T netrc
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metre de Reaumur (plus 7^ of Fahr.) et le lendemain au matin

a 6\ heures la chaleur se trouve montee a 21 ° (plus 79J of

Fahr.) Deux montagnes pres de ma demeure ouest-quarante

quelques degres-nord laissent un passage a la vue entre elles

pour laisser voir loin. C'est par cette passe que je vis une

continuelle eruption, melcc de fumee et de flamme, qui jeloit

fort sur I'horizon ; d'autres fois se tourmentaient entre elles

comme trop genres dans leur issue. J'ai remarque plusieurs fois

que cette eruption est presque toujours suivie de tremblement

pour le m^me jour ; et quand il manque il s'ensuit un jour

obscur et jaune, Quand le tremblement arrive, on peut pre-

dire qu'il va etre d'autant plus procheque cette agitation de

boucanne force pour sortir. Quelques personnes auxquelles

j'avais montre ces preparations du tremblement m'on prevenu

a leur tour que dans un moment la terra va trembler, et I'efFet le

confirma, Enfio cette nuit du 26 au 27 forma un grand spec-

tacle d'admiration, toute Patmosphere fut en feu, et agitee
;

la face souffrait de la chaleur, le terns etant fort calme ; I'e-

ruption fut continu;lle toute la nuit avec des flammes. L'ap-

proche ccrtaine du tremblement se connait quand par la passe

entre Ics deux montagnes, on voit un nuage, ou boucanne,

arrete, ou agite, et qu'a droit et a gauche I'horizon est par-

faitement clair,"

This description, as far as it extends, agrees so well with the

known phenomena of active volcanoes, that little doubt can be

entertained of the flame seen by Mr. Gagnon proceeding from

any other souice than that of an eruption. Mr. Andrew Stuart

was aware of the existence of a similar well founded report when

he gave us discretionary authority, upon discharging our canoe,

to proceed in search of the volcano, provided after having ascer-

tained particulars, there should exist in our judgment any pro-

bability of finding it. We were decided to give up the attempt

by the following circumstances :—
1
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1. It might lay at a greater distance than could be reached

at JO late a period in the season, (12th September.)

2. The known fertility of volcanic countries would, in the

interval of thirly seven years of inactivity, have caused those

parts once ravaged by an eruption, to be covered by a deep

and dense mass of both living and dead vegetable matter, con-

cealing all the rocks, and obliterating all the traces of a crater

by which only an extinct or long inactive volcano could be re-

cognized.

3. We were anxious to examine an extensive deposite of

magnetic iron which lay up the river in a different direction.

Upon an examination of the greater portion of the rocks we

have attempted to describe, a Vulcanist or follower of Hutton,

would we think suspect that the country of which they are

characteristic had been the theatre of volcanic activity in very

ancient times, and upon finding his conjectures supported by

the inferential evidence which these local* earthquakes afford,

and that of the more direct and positive description contained

in Mr. Gagnon's communication, his doubts on the subject,

would entirely vanish. For ourselves, being neither Neptunian

nor Vulcaniit, we leave these interesting but often vague en-

quiries to those who are better qualified to indulge in them,

being .satisfied with the more humble, though not less use-

ful task of describing facts.

Although it is believed that no one now living, except Mr. Ga-

gnon himself saw the flames, &c., many were witncsscsto the com-

parative violence of the earthquakes of 1791. The first is accoun-

ted for by saying that there were few settlers iit St. Paul's Bay

at the lime, and fewer whose habits or education would lead them

to take notice of a phenomenon wliich among the vulgar might

be kupposcd to be merely a fire in the woods, had they seen it.

A
* Thry jir not I. It mi tiir wnithcrn khorc ofthe SL I.awrcnrc nor at St.

JuK-him, to the wotMMrd, nor 'ladouwc lo llic CiUtWdrd.
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A fall of ashes covering the snow is also within the remem-

brance of many, but of this interesting fact we have nu

further particulars. Earthquakes at St. Paul's Bay do not

appear to be so frequent nor so sensibly felt as at Malbay.

Three or four leagues up the St. Paul's Bay river, or la

Riviere du Gouffre as it is called, there is at the distance of

from one hundred yards to two miles from its banks, an exten-

sive deposite of magnetic iron * of which we are able to afford

some information from actual inspection.

The river itself is not easily ascended being full of rapids,

but the goodness of a road on its right bank renders this incon-

venience Hghter. Over the road, composed of a sandy allu-

vium, we proceeded and entered a beautiful valley through

which this fiver circuitously takes its course. The sandy na-

ture of the soil at the mouth of this river opposes little resis-

tance to the action of the current, which where strongest steals

upon the shore contiguous, leaving a proportionable space dty

on the opposite side, and in this way one proprietor of land

finds himself possessed of the property of his neighbour. When

property in this place becomes more valuable, and this natu-

ral encroachment more aggravated, it will probably become a

subject of litigation. Mr. Chaperon of St. Paul's Ray will

soon have to remove two store-houses which the current threa-

tens to undermine.

On advancing, the river retires from the road to the right,

and while the former preserves, as is obvious, the lowest level

of the valley, the latter pursues a more direct course over a

sandy bank. As we passed this bank and cast our eyes on the

valley

This deposite was known in the tinne of Charlevoix ; for according to
that author a miner was engaged by Mr. Talon, the intendcnt to explore
these mines, w ho reported favourably of them. This man is said lo have ob-
served wherever he worked, traces of the earlhiuake of 166,~. Wc saw no-
thing of this kind, I'revious to our viiit to the place, the Surveyor Gene-
rai had brought lo Quebec specimens of the ore and information as to its
being abundant.
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vallpy below, we were reminded of the vale of Clvvyd in North

Wales. It is however neither so wide nor so long. The

mountains en each side are tolerably elevated and of course

rocky, but the valley is gently undulated land of a fine quality,

being a mixture of clay, sand and probably carbonate of lime

which abounds in the neighbourhood. This valley continues

for about six or seven leagues, and is pcrhripj half a league

wide. The road (an excellent one) extends about five and a

balf leagues up this valley, beyond which a pathway leads to

the remotest settlements. There is a cross valley on the left

bank of the river which is said to communicate with the valley

of the Malbay river.

The parish of St. Urbain is situated towards the upper end

of the valley, and it was here that we stopped to examine the

deposile of iron. One bed lays westward of Vincent Trem-
blay's house on the summit of the hill, and about two miles

from the river. Having crossed the valley a distance of about

a mile,^wecame to the foot of the hill which rises at an angle

of from lOo. to 15o. Here we found large detached m.-<sscs

of this ore, and ascending the hill for about another mile

we reached the summit. When we arrived at this place it was

found to be characterized by the total absence of trees, and

looked like a piece of cleared land of about three or four acres

in extent. Near the centre of this, and where the ground be-

gan to fall, the ore was seen cropping out of the ground, in

one black metallic mass of considerable size. We traced it

without excavation for about sixty yards in length, and perhaps

three in width, here and there covered by moss or a few

shrub* only. The rock with which the ore is associated is a

pale syenite
; io it the felspar is very predominating, the wea-

thering of which gives a cream colour to the rock externally.

'I hat we saw was not solid but in loose angular rotten pieces,

and (hit we found to be the case upon subsequently probing to

as-
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ascertain the comparative abundance, of the ore as appears

from the following satisfactory account of some work Vin-

cent Tremblay had been instructed to perform during our ab-

sence on an excursion to the northward.

No. 1.—Excavated a hole on the north side of the visible iron

ore and at about t«o perches distance, where the same

ore was found about two feet below the soil consisting of

rotten rock.

2.—A second hole was formed on the south side of the

visible ore, and about ninety feet distant, here the

same ore was again found at the depth of one foot six

inches of the same soil.

3.—About six yards farther to the sonth of the last, and at

the depth of two feet and a half of rotten rock the same

ore was found.

4. North west of the visible ore and about ninety feet

distant the same ore was found at the depth of two feet

of the same soil.

From this it 'appears that there is here a considerable supply

almost at the surface ; indeed we suspect that the whole of the

cleared patch before mentioned is occasioned by its immediate

presence. We were informed that several places in the neigh-

bourhood were equally abundant in ore, and when about to

descend the La GoufFre on our return to St. Paul's Bay, Mr.

Bowen discovered a deposite of this mineral which appeared

abundant ; it is situated in the left bank, about a mile below

Vincent Trcmblay's house, and about two hundred feet from

the waters' edge. Having left instructions with Vincent

Tremblay to investigate further, we lately received from him

the following information accompanied by specimens.

No. 5.—"Ces deux morccaux ont ete pris sur Ics terrcs de Da-

mase Fortin et de Vincent Tremblay, fils, environ dou/oc

arpens plus au nord que la mine que vous avcz vuc ct

en-
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environ quinze arpcns pluj pres de la riviete du Gouffrc.

II se trouve un cap continu du mt^me metal et il est

parallel a I'horizon. II sc trouve environ un pied en

terre a I'endroit ou je I'ai examine, mais comnie c'est

dans un endroit ou le terrein est pendant, il doit se trou-

ver a une plus grande profondeur a mcsure que I'on

avance.

6.—" Ce morceau a ^te pris au nord-cst de la riviere du

GoufFre, environ dix arpens audeesus de I'endroit ou

vous ctcs cmb:irqu6 pour la descendre, et a un arpent de

la dile riviere. C'est un cap coupe perpendiculaire-

ment de la hauteur d'environ vingt pieds sur une lar-

geur d'environ quarante.

7.— «' Ces quatre morceaux ont cl^ pris sur la terre d'Au-

gustin Tremblay au nord est de la riviere du Gouffre

vis-a-vis I'endroit ou vous fitcs embarque pour la descen-

dre et environ six arpcns de la dite riviere. 11 sort de la

c6te un cap de mcme metal dont j'ai dccouvcrt environ

trois perches.

8.—" Ces morceaux ont etc pris sur la terre d'Antoinc

Pag6 a environ quinze arpens de la riviere du Gouffre,

ci environ une licue plus sud que cellc que vous avez

vuc. II I'en trouve un cap plein.

9,—«' Ces morceaux ont ct^ pris entre Moise Tremblay

ct Elic Fortin, environ huit arpens plus nord que cellc

que vous avez vuc, et vingt-scpt arpcns plus pres de la

riviere du Gouffre. J'ai decouvcrt de cc metal sur en-

viron un dcmi-arpent quarrc, mais je croifl qu'il y en a

un plui grand etcndu."

Before any observations are made upon the foregoing ores,

we will here introduce an account of our journey northwards

adverted to. Tlic object of this journey was twofold ; to see

a little more of the interior, and to examine another dcpositc of

ma-
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magnetic iron. In the first pnrt of our journey we met wuF»

tolerable land, altliougli by leaving the valley to our right and

ascending the hills we got among the rocks and an inferior

soih Thcis rocks are universally felspaihic, and of a cream-

coloured external surface. After proceeding about two leagues

we came to the rounded brow of a hill which afforded us a beau-

tiful view of a part of the chain of mountains which we had seen

on entering the bay, and in which the St. Paul's Bay river has

its source. The summits of these mountains were rounded*

perfectly bare, whitened and precipitous. We were informed

by our guide that after crossing these mountains a wide fertile

plain is reached, through which the Malbay river takes its

course ; he was in the constant habit of crossing this plain with

Indian hunters, with whom he was associated. Continuing our

route a little further we came to the flat surface of a rock se-

veral yards of which were totally bare and whitened. All we

had before seen in our route were so covered up with vegetation}

presenting only an angle to the eye, that it was not easy to

decide with certainty whether they were in place or not, but here

no doubt could exist on the subject. It was one of those

tabular masses so common in felspathic rocks, composed of

brown felspar, quartz and hornblende ; the quartz was very

distinct on the weathered surface, from which it projected in

grey grains, owing to the greater resistance it opposes to the

action of the atmosphere.

Distinct concretions of a very laminar hornblende, possess,

iog polar magnetism, were observed in this rock.

We reached our encampment for the night at the foot of

the chain, having passed over in the course of the day much

tolerably good land, well watered by small brooks and streams

issuing from lakes, along the side of one of which we passed.

Rising early in the morning we commenced the ascent of the

chain, and on the summit of the lowest part of its ridge, we

saw
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•aw projecting from the side of the mountain iron ore similar to

that before seen at Si. Urbain, but of a purer quality, though

not by any means in such abundance. It here occurs in a visi-

ble patch about one foot wide and perhaps three feet long.

Ai it is in solid rock it would not be easily extracted if found

upoa excavation to form a continuous bed or vein. The rock

in which this ore is imbedded is as before a pale syenite, in which

the felspar only is very distinct. It is worthy of remark that

the extensive deposite of iron ore at Marmora, Upper Canada

ii, according to Dr. Bigsby, in the immediate neighbourhood,

though not in contact with a pale syenite. The metallic black-

nesi of this ore contrasts strongly with the whitened surface of

the rock in which it is imbedded.

Knowing that the forests in this country are extremely liable

to spontaneoui or accidental ignition, the whitened exterior of

these rocks is often naturally enough attributed to that cause

particularly, as was the case here, where other less questionable

traces of fire appear; but weather, acting upon the alkali,

which the felspar in these rocks contains, causes an incipient

decompoiiiion to take place on their surfaces, by which an im-

perfect kaolin or porcelain clay is formed, and henCe arises this

whitened aspect. Fire would certainly assist this decomposi-

tion, but from the quantity of iron in these rocks their surfaces

would, we think, be rather reddened than wliiicned by it.

Other depositei of iron ore in these mountains were heard of,

but they were not visited, satisfii-d of its abundance in places

more conveniently situated. It may be stated, however, that

a Canadian of the name cf Baptiste Bridet, gave us on our

return to St. Ur'oain, the f(jllcwing information. Between the

pat« of the mountaini and l^ke Bicene, about a league asunder,

lie observed at short intcrvali great quantities of iron ore jutting

out of (he rock ; alio between Lake Bicene and a place called

Le Craud Bni, about ten acrei further, he saw the same ap-

T pcarence.
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pearaiice. Being questioned as to its abundance more particu-

larly, he said that it occurs in veins from six inches to two feet

wide and in rounded blotches from six to eight feet thick-

The highest mountain in that part of the chain where we

were, commands a most beautiful and extensive view of the

surrounding country.

We will now give the mineralogical characters of that depo-

site of ore which we first met with at St. Urbain ; after doing

which, only a few further remarks on the others will be neces-

sary, as they differ from each other principally by being more

or less mixed with impurities. They are almost all of them

remarkable for the want of the magnetic character, although

possessing the metallic bl.ickness, structure, and other points

of agreement vrith the magnetic oxide of iron to which species

they undoubtedly belong.

MINERALOGICAL CHARACTERS OF SPECIMENS.

Nos. 1 to 4.—Colour, iron black, but break into fragments, the

surfaces of which are much tarnished by rust ; no par-

ticular structure could be observed ; some parts were

indistinctly laminated, but the geneial mass appears to

be compact granular. The fraature when not effected

in the direction of a rusty seam is uneven. They can-

not be scratched by the knife, but are easily broken,

and do not give fire under the hammer ; their powder

is quite black j specific gravity about 4. 5. Some por-

tion ot the ore from this deposit had a vitrified and po-

rous aspect on the surface like cast iron. They arc

not magnetic before the application of heat. Before

the blow-pipe they do not alter in any other respect

than by becoming magnetic. With borax they fuse into
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a glass of eillicr a yellow or very light muddy green

colour ; upon cooling tlie colour subsides or nearly so*

These ores were associated with a rr.ixturc of mica, car-

bonate of lime or iron, and what was conceived to be

epidotc.

5.^These speciniens have a very good appea-ancc, and are

more free from foreign substances than some of the

others ; one of them, however, has coccoiite of a yellow-

ish brown colour, disseminated throughout it. Tiieir

specific gravity varies from 4. to 4-. 5.

6.—This is the same description of ore as that found by

Mr. Bowen, and comes nearly from the same place ; it

is not quite so good an ore as either of the preceding,

being nnore mixed up with foreign, substances, particu-

Jarly epidote, by which its specific gravity is reduced

to 4.

7.—These four specimens differ much among themselves,

and do not bear the aspect of having been taken from

the same place ; one of them has a crystalline sirucfiire,

and appears to be composed of octohcdral grains, while

another it earthy and possesses less of tlie metallic aspect.

^•—Magnetic with polarity ; an excellent ore.

9-

—

V\m IS a ver)' good specimen of bog ore, and va-

luable if abundant. It probably occurs in greater

quantity ihaa has been yet ascertained, as generally

where there ii a large dcpositc of rock ore (as tiie

magnetic oxide of iron is culled) occupying elevated

tituaiions, there is also a dcpositc of bog ore beneath

in the low swampy lands, the latter originating with the

former.

It docs not appear c»iy to account for tlie want of the

magnetic chat4cU*r in these ores before they have been exposed

I'j hoat. C'lfuvclaiid tay^, that •' accoiding lo the observations

of
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of Werner and Gibbs, this oxide of iron is not magnetic while

remaining at a considerable depth below the surface of the earth,

but soon acquires this property after exposure to air and light."

We must seek other causes to account for the magnetic defici-

ency in the present instance, as the specimens in question were

taken from the surface and possess no more magnetism at the

present moment than they did at first. It may be owing to one

or more of the following causes ; the presence of oxygen above

30 per cent, of sulphur above 40, of carbon, of phosphorus,

of arsenic, of manganese and of antimony ; of these sulphur,

phosphorus, arsenic, manganese and antimony injure the ore,

by either rendering it difficultly fusible or its cast-iron brittle,

often both. Carbon, on the contrary, improves the quality of

the cast-iron, renders the ore more easily fusible and diminishes

the consumption of fuel. We cannot say to which of these,

or if to any of them is owing the magnetic deficiency, we can

only observe that before the blowpipe no fumes of sulphur, arse-

nic nor of antimony were perceived. From sixty to seventy

per cent, of cast iron may be expected from the magnetic ores,

and from thirty to forty from the bog ore.

The vicinity of limestone as a flux bestows additional value

on these deposites. It is probable that the limestone that was

seen at the entrance into St. Paul's Bay may extend thus far.

We saw two or three varieties of an excellent description near

a small kiln in front of the chapel at St. Urbain, which

were said to have been taken from the bank on the opposite

or left side of the river ; some contained organic remains, while

others had more the aspect of a compact marble, and were

free from them. We were informed that lime stone was also

to be seen on the summit of the hill opposite the chapel,

where indeed it was ultimately found, but our guide took us

first to several felspathose rocks deceived by their whitened sur-

faces.

Wishing
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Wishing to ascertain the capabilities of the river we descend-

ed it io an old wooden canoe. This river may be considered

as one continued rapid, though of moderate violence ; the only

obstacles in which to its free navigation arise from an accumu>

lation of boulders in several parts of its channel, over which

it is difficult to pass without striking. This we did repeated-

ly, and once or twice were nearly swamped, but more owing

to the unskilfulness of our guide than from any other cause ;

however the inconvenience of a good ducking would have been

the only penalty had the canoe actually filled, for the river is in

most places shallow. If there were any sufGcient object to

warrant the cxpence, such as the estabhshment by Government

of an iron foundry, there is no doubt that the river might

be rendered navigable for batteaux by removing only such of

the boulders as are most in the way of the channel ; for we be-

lieve that no rock in place offers any obstacle. To drown

these boulders would not be easy, and would occasion a great

loss of excellent land, without expensive banks were formed to

retain the waters. This river is very circuitous in its course,

surprisingly so, considering the lapidity of its current ; it owes

this character to the alluvial bed it traverses. By it the river

it rendered perhaps one-third longer than the road, between St.

Urbain's and the bay, so that whatever capabilities might be

given to the river, it is probatile that all materials for the sup-

ply of an establishment, such as wc have named abuve, would

be transported over land from the bay, while the articles ma-

Bofac^ured would be sent down by the river. Such is the prac-

tice at Mr. Bell's wcUconductcd establishment on the St.

Maurice river, up which the returning boats always poll empty.

With Bumcrous stoppages wc were only five hours descending.

The height of ^thc banks on cither side the river vaiicn from

one foot to fifty. Rock in place was observed forming the

bank in a frw places. It was tnid to be Imichionc. Our

rx.
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exaoiination of all parts of this river was necessarily hurried,

for the expectation we were in every moment of being upset, as

wc moved rapidly down the stream, would not allow us to im-

prove to the utmost the short period we had to observe at each

turn of it. Near the entrance into the bay from the river one

small limestone* rock was observed lifting its head above water

in mid-channel.

Previously to leaving the bay on our journey into the inte-

rior wehad been hospitably received at the house of Mr. Cha-

peron, and on our return his reception of us was even if possi-

ble warmer. But the fear of abusing his civility was an ad-

ditional motive to depart, which we did the night of our

return. Failing in our attempt, however, to reach Quebec

by water, on account of contrary winds, we proceeded overland

through the Capes, which afforded us the opportunity of see-

ing a country unexpecedly well calculated for settlement, the

existence of which a person v/ould have some difficulty in be-

lieving who had only teen that barren section cf it exposed on

the northern shore of the St. Lawrence, between Cape Tour-

ment and St. Paul's Bay. It has already attracted some atten.

tion and in our opinion deserves much more ; for, indepen-

dently of its own capabilities, it is connected by an uninterrup-

ted broad band of cultivable land, with Quebec on one side

and St. Paul's Bay, Malbay and the still broader tracts behind

them on the other. A bounty has lately been offered to induce

individuals to settle on this land, and a road has been opened, at

tiie expence of the Colonial Government, conncctin;^ St.

Joachim with St. Paul's Day. Over this road we passed, and

found a good log hut built or building, with a few acres

clea'ed

• Specimens of a while grnndlar limestone have been brought to Quebec
from St. I'aul's I3ay, contaiiinig threads iind seams of a very argentiferous

g^iiena. If some ofihs galcii.i be )M)HtliTed aiiil dissolved in nitric add, ii

bright i.'(>|iper-wirc iiisuricd in ihi: solutioa wijl alter some time be cuuted
with a tiiiL'k muddy dcpo^ite. It'ihib be (.ollcctcd and cxiioietl on charcoal

to the blowpipe a bead uf i>ure kilver will be obtained.
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cleared around it, at every league or thereabout. The land

through which the road runs is always tolerably good, in many
places excellent, and it is intersected frequently by small rivers

and streams, favouring its drainage, the want of which many
portions of the road attest, particularly towards St. Joachim.

This road possesses t^o excellent characters ; it is remarkal)Iy

straight and remarkably level ; for, excepting at the two ex-
tremities of it, St. Paul's Bay and St. Joachim, at the for-

mer where it passes over limestone, and at the latter granite

we do not remember any other rise of any consequence. The'
first part of the road is over the same alluvial deposits
through which iheViver du Gouffre passes, and which conti-

nues in one level plain to the foot of the limestone ridge. On
ascending this the soil becomes more sandy, but it soon
after improves and is then a mixture of clay, sand and iron,

to the latter of which it owes tiie yellow or red colour it some-
times possesses. The road is excellent for a distance of four

leagues
;

it then becomes very boggy and in some places quite
impassable for carts. It is only, in such places, by sinking up
to the knees in a stinking mass of mad, loaded with carburet-
tcd hydrogen, that the pedestrian is able to proceed. This
character, which continues more or less to the foot of Cape
Tourment, is owing to the retentive nature of the soil, and its

nearly horizontal position. In a short time the money which has
been expended on the road will have been uselessly employed
without an additional sum be advanced, to prevent it from be-
ing completely broken up.

There was nothing remarkable in the quality of the limber,
which conM.tcd principally of white birch, until we reached
the ridge separating St. Joachim from the Cape lands, where
we met with some of the fmcst description that had been seen
during the whole journey, among which were some wdl-grown
elmi. The granite of Ca|)c Tourment is known to be the de-

pository
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pository of large pieces of brown mica, which are dug out the

size of the foot from crevices in the rock ; some of it is ex-

ceedingly contorted. The rarity of mica in most of the rocks

described in this essay renders this deposite the more deserving

of attention.

Having closed our geognostical observations at the foot

ofCape Tourment, we will now introduce a short recapitulation

by way of summary which will include some remarks on the

geological position of the rocks we have described. The rocks

seen on our journey were the following :^

Nos. 1.—Granite.

2.—Micaceous Schist, (Mica Slate.)

3.—Quartz rock.

4.—Primary limestone ?

5.—Syenites —including syenitic granite and syenitic

gneiss.

6.—Trap rocks—or aggregates, in which hornblende pre-

dominates.

7,—Felspar rock—(sui generis.)

8.—Magnetic iron.

9.—Clay-slate,

10.—Grey wacke.

11.—Sandstone.

12.—Secondary limestone—including the transition of

some authors

.

Of all the granitic rocks wc met with, perhaps that of Cape

Tourment is the only one, free from an admixture of horn-

blende ; for although we collected some specimens elsewhere,

which appeared to be so, it might very well have been pre-

sent, without our being able to detect it, on account of the

•mallness of the grain of those specimens, and the resem-

blance
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blance of tUc hornblende to mien, which latter circumstance

may indeed hnve occasioned one mineral to have been mistaken

for the other. We cannot positively assert that the granite of

Cape Tourment is free from hornblende, but we think so.

Micaceous schist was met with only at Mal-bay, where it

lias been already described as dipping to the west, having black

fetid limestone above it, and qnartz rock and syenitic gneiss he-

low. It is here that the three classes of rocks (admitting the

transition to bo one) are seen together, and the geologist de-

livcs from their inspection assistance in his subsequent resear-

ches in tlie neighbourhood. Micaceous schist being in all cases

a primary rock, the syenitic gneiss below it, must also be pri-

mary, which it appears necessary to estabUsh, because the

same rock was not found elsewhere, to be associated with a

similar proof of its superior antiquity; rocks in which horn-

blende and felspar abound, being common to the " over.

lyin class" of Macculloch, with which many of the rocks in

the Saguenay and elsewhere, have other points of agrccmeiu

besides mere minernlogical identity.

The syenites and traps are the only rocks met with from the

mouth of the Saguenay to the falls on 1^ Belle Rivi^re, and

they are likewise most characteristic of the north shore of the

St. liawrcncc, from Tadousac to Cape Tourment. Mr. Nixon

met with syenite on David's Kiver, a brancli of the I'crebonea,

and with trap at the falls of Ouitchouan. A pale syenite is

the itrcdominating rock in rear of St. Paul's Hny ; with this no

trap it associated, and it is the dcpositc of extensive beds of

magnetic iron, all of which is in favor of its primary character ;

it poiKhtct no traces of itratificalion.

Quartz rock was seen only nt Mal-bay, underlying mxa-

ccuu*icl>>tW aud between it and syenitic gneiss.

I'fim.iry limiJloui- ? associated with syenite gneiss and trap

otcuis it Moulin . I Uaudc* A loose mass of a similar dcscrip-

U (ion
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tion was found on the shore of lake St. John, near and to the

westward of the Post of Mitabitshuan : it was angular and of

an untravelled aspect.

The felspar rock (sui generis) alluded to, is one, many of

those characters resemble those of Labrador felspar from which

it differs principally by its want of iridescence. It forms the

north eastern shore of Lake St. John, and its islands from the

mouth of La Grande Decharge, to within a mile of the Kou-

couathime river, and was met with by Mr. Nixon in La Petite

Decharge ; also uninterruptedly forming a rocky bank from

the foot of the first rapid in the Peribonea river, to the great

falls on the same. We can say nothing of its rock associations,

as they were not seen. It will probably fail under the gene-

ral term syenite, although hornblende is a very rare ingredient

in it.

Magnetic iron occurs m such extensive beds in rear of St.

Paul's Bay, as to entitle it to be considered as a rock. It was

met with in abundance in no other place.

Clay-slate, in association with grey wacke, was met with

on the Island of Orleans, Both are well known to be very

abundant in Lower-Canada, particularly in the neighbourhood

of Quebec, and fromthence towards the mouth of the St. Law-

rence, but they are principally confined to the southern side of

the river. Clay-slate was also met with on Lake St. John, for

we still persist in calling by that name the rock we met with

there, apparently alternating with fetid limestone.

Sandstone was met with only at Mal-bay, underlying hori_

zontal limestone. The position of this sandstone answers to

that of the old red sandstone, which, if it be, it is another

instance among many of the absurdity of affixing such a name

to a rock, which in the present instance is of a light greenish

colour.

Secondary limestones, among which, for convenience, we

include,
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include, after the example of MacCulloch, the transition class,

were found at Mal-bay, St. Paul's Bay and Lake St. John-

The fetid limestone which overlies micaceous schist at St. Paul's

Bay, we have conjectured to be a transition rock. On Lake St

.

John, secondaiy limestone (of the carboniforeus order ?) forms,

with clay-slate, the southwest portion of the shore of the lake,

from Pointe Blue to within three miles of the Post of Me-

tabitshuan.* At page we have considered this to be a

secondary rock in the limited sense of theWernerians, and were

surprised in consequence, to find it alternating with clay-

slate. This opinion is now no longer entertained, as the very

circumstance of the existance of such an alternation, together

with its characterestic imbedded fossils, prove the rock to

belong to the transition class or earliest of the secondary class

of MacCulloch. It is thought ihat no secondary limestone

(in the limited sense) was met with, without the horizontal

rock at Mai-Bay be of that class, which is not improbable.

Information indeed has just been received, that a large depo-

sit of bituminous coal, in association with limestone, has been

discovered in the parish of St. Urbain, in rear of St. Paul's

Bay, but we do not know what degree of credit to attach to

the report. Believing the latest rocks in that neighbouihood,

to be of the transition class, and consequently below the coal

fiL-ldt, we think it nut likely that any considerable quantity of

_^ that

* Sir Alexander .VrKenzii' status thai the imrruwi-st part of Lake Witiipjc
II Dot mure than (wn iiii'n briiad, at «>l)ich place the west siili- is faced with
«L«.lk» uf nearly hurizuuul litiici>tune about tliiily leet Mgli, wliile (lie eiisi. side
It more eleruied, and It cunipoM'd of a durk grey frmnile. Iininidialely af-
irrwariU, be obM-rveii, tliut all thv great luJcek ul ilie cciunlry ure lo br (uiiiid
bfiwrrn the*c exiciiMvo rat>i;es ofj^aniio iind lime'.lime. Keating appears
to tliink It probable (but the exeat ulicin of thin liike »iii oreiiMoiicd by tho
eatier drronipokitloii uf lbi> Mrnta at itie jiirirliuii of llie Hvo rurmationi. I|
la rerlaioly dearrviiiK ul' allriitiun llial the i.akei, Sluve, iieiir, Arlhubanea,
U'liiiiiir. Siifiriior, lliiroii, Uiitarin, .St. John and MKla^siiiy, have lur((e
'i'

'

lone on their AliorCK, nhilki wnne portion id' ihekc
I iiilic ur trap|Kisr. I'lie liine«loiie id' I.like Si.

•I ""I I'Hi I '« iKi.cr ivii.iird ur lYiiinei'led with the kuiiic luiiuulioii iii St.
I'lii!^ ur .Miirrjy II.ly. A (iiiiMdcrnlde fli);r< e olprobiibiliiy in ftiveii to the
lAlltr eoiijetlure, by ijie iiiaiiut ol a lint level luuiiliy at llie buck o( lllr^e

trttltmciil'..
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that mineral will be found there. Partial insignificant coi-

tions of coal have been found in several places about Quebec,

but they are no indication of its occurring in abundance.

It has been before said, that no appearance of the operation of

a violent deluge wras observed ; on the contrary all the soils, in

many places very deep, consisting of clays, marly clays and sand,

were generally composed of the finest particles, without the

trace of a boulder or even a pebble. The surface of the land

was so far free from them, that we do not remember to have

seen one that was waterworn, and evidently a travelled frag-

ment, the position of which did not point directly to the route

by which it came. It must not be omitted to mention, how-

ever, that with the exception of the several portages, our ob-

servations were confined to the shores of the rivers and lakes,

which were met with in the Saguenay Country.

With the exception of those entering among the constituents

of the rocks we met with, minerals were rarely seen. We did

expect particularly to have found some of the numerous family

of zeolites, tenants as usual of amigdoloidal trap ; but neither

of these nor of that rock, were any traces perceived ; the pores

of the vesicular syenites that were occasionally observed, being

entirely empty. The following are the names of the few mine-

rals we met with.

Calcareous Spar—Principally in the fetid limestone on lake

St. John, and more particularly filling original ca-

vities in its fossil organic remains.—The only in-

stance of its being associated with trap, was the

one stated while describing the rocks on the Sa-

guenay.

Epidotc ? (earthy)—Apparently entering into the composition

of some of the syenites in the Saguenay. Also

associated in some abundance with mag'nctic iron in

St. Paul's Uay.

Augilc i
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Augite ? probably enters into the composition of some of the

traps, but it is not easy to distinguish it from horn-

blende.

Coccohtc—Disseminated through magnetic iron, in rear of St.

Paul's Bay.

Garnet (common)—Forming distinct nodules in micaceous

schist at Mai-Bay ; the beautiful foliated variety

of precious garnet, known to occur here, was not

seen.

Magnetic Iron—In extensive beds in rear of St. Paul's Bay.

Also forming veins and small distinct concretions in

the syenites, and disseminated in small grains

through some of the traps of the country we tra-

versed.

Green Carbonate of Copper ?—In small traces among some

of the syenites we met with.

It must be ohKrious to those instructed on the subject, that an

individual rapidly traversing a country, will acquire a know-

ledge of its geognostical features more readily than he can hope

to obtain of its mineralogy, because rocks, unlike minerals,

occupy large spaces, and a specimen struck from one place is

cluractcrestic of many others ; but minerals, with the excep-

tion of those which enter among the constituents of rocks, arc

very partially deposited, and cither chance favors the hasty

Courist, or ihcy must be very abundant in the places he seeks

them, if many be met with.

Pasting Cap Pillard, near St. Joachim, Mr. Ni.\on ob-

erred a vein of a green and white substance from three to

lis inches in thickness traversing the rock. Upon landing,

spccimcni were procured which being examined subsequently

were found to be mixtures of carbonate of lime, under the form

ofcalcarcouk spar, aud a variety of (luatc of lime, denominated

chlorophanr.
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chloropliane, the cliaracters of which are given below. The

rock it was associated with, has not been examined.

Colour.—A lively light green.

Translucency.—Deeply translucent on the edges.

Structure.—Laminar, sometimes indistinctly so, approaching

compact ; intimately associated with calcaerous

spar.

Lustre.—Dull, or none.

Hardness —About that of fluor.

Powder.—Whitish green, and rough.

Specific Gravity.—3. 0-

Effect in Acid.—Throws out a few bubbles, owing probably

to the calcareous spar it is associated with ; when

sutphur'tc acid ispourad upon it, in a state ofpowder,

it gives out ivhitefumes tvhich corrode glass,

Pliosphorcscence.—Placed on a heated poker it phosphoresces

in a dark room with a beautiful green and purple

colour. In boiling water it emits a palish light.

This phosphorescence was observed after the mi-

neral had been exposed to acid.

Effect of llie Blowpipe.—When exposed to its exterior flame

it do'is not decrcpitutc, but phospiiuresccs with

beautiful bhic colour, like the interior flame of

the blowpipe, and becomes white. V^'hen expo-

sed to the interior flame it forms a white dull

enamel.




